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Abstract
This study aims to investigate the recent international efforts to explore and develop 
a more coherent approach to increasing protection and assistance needs of internally 
displaced persons. During the past few years, the world has witnessed acute humanitarian 
emergencies which resulted in a growing scale of human suffering. These have been mostly 
triggered by internal conflicts and resulted in a growing number of internally displaced 
persons. The international responses to the crises of human displacement have been ad hoc 
and inadequate.
in this study, the need for international protection and assistance to internally 
displaced persons is considered. Then the international law standards in order to meet the 
protection and assistance needs of internally displaced persons, tlie international instituí ional 
mechanisms to respond to the crises of intemal displacement and the longer-term strategies 
of prevention are evaluated.
özet
Bu çalışmanın amacı, kendi ülkeleri içinde yerlerinden edilmiş insanların gittikçe 
artan koruma ve yardım ihtiyaçlarına daha kapsamlı bir yaklaşım geliştimıek amacıyla son 
yıllarda gerçekleştirilen uluslararası çalışmaları araştınnaktadır. Son birkaç yıl içerisinde, 
dünyamız, artan bir acıyla sonuçlanan şiddetli insani laizlere şahit olmuştur. Bu insani 
krizlere yapılan müdahaleler, genel kurallara bağlanmamış, her oluşuma göre ayrı ayrı 
düzenlenmiş ve büyük ölçüde yetersiz kalmıştır.
Bu çalışmada, yerlerinden edilmiş insanlara uluslararası koruma ve yardım 
gereksinimi ele alınmıştır. Bu gereksinimi karşılayacak uluslararası hukuk standartları, 
uluslararası mekanizmalar ve daha uzun vadeli koruma stratejileri değerlendirilmiştir.
Foreword
In this stud)', it is aimed to increase the awareness of the problems faced by 
internally displaced persons and the means and ways of preventing human displacement. 
The hope is that the human lives will take the precedence over any other consideration.
I would like to express my gratitude to all those who gave their hand during my 
studies and during my bad days.
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Introduction
During the past few years, the world has witnessed acute humanitarian emergencies 
which resulted in a growing scale of human suffering. Major humanitarian emergency crises 
of the 1990s have been triggered by internal conflicts, mostly involving secession and state- 
formation, The conflicts taking place inside state borders and resulting in growing numbers 
of internally displaced persons (IDPs)' have become far more prevalent in the post-Cold War 
era. In such conflicts civilians are often used as weapons and targets in warfare, and large- 
scale displacements comprised a political strategy for claiming control over territory. The 
approach to the human displacement problem has also changed in recent years. There is a 
growing recognition of the fact that the large-scale humanitarian crises pose threats to 
international peace and security.' During the Cold War era, ideological and political 
confrontation did not allow the United Nations to become involved in internal conflicts so 
frequently and widely. With the end of the Cold War, the proliferation of conflicts has 
brought about a growing realization of the threat they can pose to regional and international 
peace. There is thus a greater willingness on the part of the international community to 
address these threats collectively.
,^ o n g  the myriad of changes, in the post-Cold War era, discussions about what 
sovereignty means, whether governments violate their sovereign responsibilities when they 
fail to extend minimum rights and protections to their citizens, and whether such a lack of 
protection provides a legitimate basis for intervention by the international community, 
reached such a level that the international community, faced Avith an increasing problem of
internal displacement, devoted increasing attention to assisting and protecting IDPs.^ 
Internal displacement has become an escalating international crisis with the deteriorating 
conditions around the world. In the “Analytical Report of the Secretary- General on 
Internally Displaced Persons” of 1992,^ ' the number of internally displaced persons was 
estimated at 17 million. Only a year later the estimated number of internally displaced 
persons had risen to 25 million.· It is now around 30 million.'’
In recent years “the importance of addressing the problems of the internally 
displaced has become increasingly apparent in the light of UNHCR's focus on the 
prevention and solution of refugee problems” .' This prevention- and solution-oriented 
strategy is forcing many persons to remain within their countries of origin. In the post-Cold 
War era, the international community is emphasizing the underlying causes of the human 
displacement problem and the activities in countries of origin to prevent refugee flows.
There is no specific legal provision for internally displaced persons and they are 
dealt with within the general provisions of human rights and humanitarian law, and through 
ad hoc operational measures and mechanisms. At the fourteenth Round Table on Current 
Problems of International Humanitarian Law, held at the International Institute of 
Humanitarian Law in San Remo, Italy, in 1989, it was recognized that internally displaced 
persons are protected by the general principles of international law, fundamental human 
rights provisions, the humanitarian practices of international organizations, and the 
principle of humanity. In fact, internally displaced persons are, in full equality, entitled to 
enjoy the same rights and freedoms under domestic and international law as are the rest of 
the citizens. However, in practice, such persons rarely enjoy such rights and freedoms
because displacement generally entails deprivations of some rights. In addition to this, the 
disregard of most elementary principles of humanity in recent years made their more 
effective observance necessary.^ There are reasons for the lack of protection and assistance. 
First of all there are some potential legal gaps and unclear points in human rights and 
humanitarian law considered to be the principal sources of protection, namely a lack of 
access to humanitarian assistance for internally displaced persons. Regarding humanitarian 
law. application of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Additional Protocols is 
limited since they do not apply beyond situations of armed conflict. Regarding refugee law, 
unlike refugees, IDPs do not cross an international border “which creates a small but 
legally critical division that precludes them from taking advantage of refugee law.”’ 
Traditionally and by definition, refugee protection is reserved for those who have left their 
countries of origin. Crossing a national border transforms an individual into an object of 
international concern under refugee law when he or she has lost, or been deprived of, 
protection from persecution.'“ Despite the fact that the refugees and the IDPs face similar 
problems the displaced receive less legal and material protection. Currently, no formal 
international mandate for the protection of the internally displaced exists. Unlike refugees, 
who are protected both by an established corpus of law and by international organizations, 
such as UNHCR, "international responses to the crises of the displaced have been ad hoc, 
limited and unsatisfactory. Further, the displaced are often in greater danger, because they 
are still within” the country “undergoing violent internal conflicts.” "
The lack of clear international responsibility for the plight of internally displaced 
persons can be explained by the fact that the mandate on internally displaced persons
“covers a wide spectrum of activities in the human rights and humanitarian fields, both 
within and outside the United Nations system” .B u t  the increasing legitimate international 
concern on human rights matters with the sweeping away of the old bipolar politics made 
IDPs a major issue for the international community in recent years. The important fact is 
that “coerced displacement, whether within or across national borders, should be seen as 
the consequence and symptom of a broader problem involving the absence or failure of 
national protection... And it has been accepted by the international community that 
there is a need to explore methods and means within and outside the UN system to better 
address the protection and assistance needs of IDPs.'·’
In recent years, the UN agencies, in particular the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, humanitarian organizations like the International Committee 
of the Red Cross (ICRC), and non-governmental groups have expanded their involvement 
with internally displaced populations.'·'' In 1992, in response to a request by the Commission 
on Human Rights, the Representative of the Secretary-General on internally displaced 
persons'" was appointed in order to focus on both the protection and assistance needs of 
internally displaced persons. This constituted the first step of international efforts to 
promote a legal basis for the international protection and assistance to those internally 
displaced.
The aim of this study is to investigate the international efforts to explore and 
develop a more coherent approach to increasing protection and assistance needs of 
internally displaced persons. For the purposes of this study international conventions.
declarations, resolutions of the related organs of the UN, reports, notes, studies, statements, 
conference reports constitute the primary sources of information. Since the developments 
both in practice and in legal terminology responding to the needs of internally displaced 
persons concern us, the level of study is international, taking into account examples from 
different regions as useful.
In Chapter One, after considering difficulties related to the definition of internally 
displaced persons, the increasing willingness on the part of international community to 
respond to the needs of internally displaced will be evaluated.
Chapter Two investigates the existing international standards pertaining to the 
particular needs of internally displaced persons and the international efforts in recent years to 
develop a code of conduct comprising guiding principles in order to fill the gaps and to 
restate the obligations within the framework of existing norms in respect of the treatment of 
internally displaced persons.
In Chapter Three the existing capacities and the role played by the agencies are 
reviewed in order to evaluate the extent to which assistance and protection needs of the 
internally displaced can be addressed. It explores the developments for a more effective and 
comprehensive coordination of activities among agencies on behalf of the internally 
displaced based on a legal and operational criteria.
Chapter Four evaluates the measures for the prevention of the problem of internal 
displacement on a world-wide basis. That is the ways of strengthening the national 
protection in order to enable people remain in their own countries are taken into 
consideration.
In the Conclusion, an overall evaluation is made regarding the steps taken by the 
international community on behalf of internally displaced and the progress made in 
generating an international response to the crisis of internal displacement.
Chapter One
l.Internally Displaced Persons
1.1. Definition of Internally Displaced Persons
As reported by the Representative of the Secretary-General on IDPs, the purpose of 
defining the "internally displaced persons" is not to create a special category of people 
entitled to some special rights. On the contrary, the aim is to ensure that"... those in need of 
protection and of assistance" would be provided with the necessary protection and 
assistance by delineating certain problems and characteristics shared by internally displaced 
persons.' In order to outline norms of protection in legal terms for a more harmonious and 
coherent approach to human rights a definition is required. As Representative of the 
Secretary-General in his Compilation and Analysis of Legal Norms reported "... currently, 
there is no internationally agreed definition of who is an internally displaced” . The working 
definition used by UN agencies defines internally displaced persons as "persons who have 
been forced to flee their homes suddenly or unexpectedly in large numbers, as a result of 
armed conflict, internal strife, systematic violations of human rights or natural or man­
made disasters; and who are within the territory of their own country"? This working 
definition, as pointed out by the Representative of the Secretary-General, contains the two 
crucial elements which identify the nature of the problem of internal displacement: the first 
is coerced movement, fleeing, rumiing away from one's home, area, family, property or 
normal economic activity, and the second is remaining within one's national borders. Also, 
it includes the major causes of internal displacement. For the most part it is an adequate
definition;·  ^however, there are some points of discussions and some other alternative views 
regarding the definition of IDPs.
During an international expert meeting on internally displaced persons,'' it was 
recommended that the Representative of the Secretary-General give further consideration to 
the working definition of internally displaced persons, in particular with regard to the terms 
"home", "in large numbers", and "their own country". It is suggested that the working 
definition be adapted as:
Persons or group of persons who have forced to flee their homes or 
places of habitual residence suddenly or unexpectedly as a result of 
armed conflict, internal strife, systematic violations of human rights or 
natural or man-made disasters, and who have not crossed an 
internationally recognized State border.^
The fear that the pluase fleeing "in large numbers" would exclude individuals fleeing alone 
or in small numbers was highlighted during the mission to Colombia, where the IDPs were 
found to flee in small numbers.^ The reasons for these discussions is that the definition 
should be precise enough in order to be useful in operational terms. But the important point 
held in this thesis is that the underlying criteria should be the persons in "need of 
protection", that is those who have been deprived of national protection and who are in 
need of international protection and assistance.^
There are those, among them the High Commissioner for Refugees, who define 
internally displaced persons as persons in a refugee-like situation who have not crossed the 
borders of their own country. The point is that they would be considered refugees, if they 
had left their own country." In line with this argument a definition similar to the definitions
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of refugee contained in the 1969 Organization of African Unity Convention governing the 
Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa and the 1984 Cartagena Declaration is 
favored. The OUA Convention definition expands upon the 1951 United Nations 
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees definition’ by introducing objective criteria,
i.e. the conditions prevailing in the country of nationality or habitual residence other than 
one of a "fear of persecution.” The OUA Convention provides that:
1. ... the term 'refugee' shall mean every person who, owing to a well- 
founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 
membership of a particular social group and political opinion, is outside the 
country of his nationality and is unable or owing to such fear, is unwilling to 
avail himself of the protection of that country...
2. The term 'refugee' shall also apply to every person who, owing to external 
aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously disturbing 
public order in either part or the whole of his country of origin or nationality, 
is compelled to leave his place of habitual residence in order to seek refuge 
in another place outside his country of origin or nationality.'"
The Representative of the Secretary-General on internally displaced persons in his report on 
internally displaced persons of 2 February 1995 asserts that once the word “outside” is 
replaced by “ inside” , this definition encompassing all the man-made disasters seems more 
flexible and more appropriate for the definition of internally displaced persons. And this 
definition would much more easily allow a prima facie recognition of a declaratory nature 
and would not give rise to complicated administrative procedures. The Cartagena 
Declaration of 1984 also adopts a similar definition."
9
the Pennanent Consultation on Internal Displacement in the Americas (CPDIA) adopted
definitions similar to this pattern. CIREFCA defines internally displaced persons as
... persons who have been obliged to abandon their homes or usual 
economic activities because their lives, security or freedom have been 
endangered by generalized violence, massive violations of human 
rights, an ongoing conflict or other circumstances which have or are 
seriously disturbing the public order, but who have remained within 
their own countries.
At the 1989 International Conference on Refugees in Central America (CIREFCA),
CPDIA defines an internally displaced person as
... every person who has been forced to migrate within the national 
territory, abandoning his place of residence or his customary 
occupation, because his life, physical integrity or freedom has been 
rendered vulnerable or is threatened due to the existence of any of the 
following man-caused situations: internal armed conflict, internal 
disturbances or tensions, widespread violence, massive violations of 
human rights or other circumstances originating from prior situations 
that can disturb or disturb drastically public order.'"
The emphasis is on protection of the human rights of persons considered to be in need of 
such protection. In line with this argument of considering the internally displaced as 
persons in refugee-like situation, some oppose the working definition's inclusion of natural 
disasters as a cause of displacement, since persons displaced because of this reason would 
not qualify as refugees if they had left the country. Rainer Hofmann, Rapporteur for the 
International Law Association Committee on Internally Displaced Persons, suggests that 
the working definition should not include natural or man-made disasters, because in these 
cases there is assistance and protection supported by the national government and because
10
refugees since there is no element of persecution. He proposes that
The term 'internally displaced person' shall apply to every person who, owing 
to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, 
nationality, membership of a particular social group, or owing to external 
aggression, foreign occupation, armed conflict, internal strife, systematic 
violations of fundamental human rights, or forcible displacement, has been 
forced to leave his/her habitual residence, and who
is within the territory of his/her own country, the government of which is 
either not willing or not in a position to effectively protect such person 
against the commitment of such acts of the effects resulting from such acts 
or situations,'"'
Others contend that there are many cases in which natural disasters such as famine are in fact 
"man-made" disasters and the response of the governments is so inadequate that international 
attention should be called for” .^ ^
There are those who add to the definition of the internally displaced persons those 
relocated because of development projects, as well as those returned displaced persons and 
returnees - i.e. returned refugees - but have lost their land, home or means of production”, The 
question also has been posed as to whether the use of one definition for all those displaced, 
within or outside their countries, would not be preferable. Two objections to this argument are, 
first, the international community is not prepared to take such a radical step. Secondly, crossing 
an international border means that the person falls under a different sovereign entity that bears 
towards that person’s obligations founded on a different legal basis.’’
Finally there are some who question whether there should be a definition at all. 
According to them, a definition means a "formal" criterion and it would leave out people
if the displaced had crossed an international border, they would not have been qualified as
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who would not meet this criterion. Instead of a definition for an underlying criterion the 
focus should be on all persons "in need".'* According to ICRC, for example, the 
international humanitarian law is destined to protect the civilian population as a whole, 
without discrimination. ICRC's activities are not confined to internally displaced persons, 
but services for internally displaced formed a part of a whole range of efforts towards the 
civilian population. Therefore, a definition could result in discrimination against other 
victims who also deserve protection.'^ The Representative of the Secretary-General on 
internally displaced persons argues that it is urgently needed to focus on the rights and 
needs of the millions of persons around the world who come within this specific group 
sharing certain problems and characteristics that need to be delineated. The scope of the 
target population receiving assistance and protection, too often does not adequately include 
those Vvho are internally displaced. He paid attention to the fact that although refugees and 
internally displaced persons face similar problems, there is an indisputable discrepancy in 
lire v'ays in which they are perceived and treated by the international community. The 
Representative reinforces the fact that the main purpose of delineating a definition is not to 
create a new category of persons having special rights, but to ensure that protections 
recognized as a right of persons in certain circumstances are extended to others in 
analogous situations and to thereby promote a more harmonious and coherent approach to 
human rights."“ The Representative adds that since the "definition" will be used in a variety 
of contexts to assign rights and responsibilities to individuals and authorities, it should 
maintain a degree of flexibility. Besides this, a sufficient degree of precision should be 
maintained so that it would be useful in operational terms and so that the subjects of the law
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know how to behave both in terms of rights and duties. The causes enumerated should be 
indicative rather than exhaustive in order to give the agencies the necessary capability to respond 
to cases on the basis of ne ed s . I n  this regard, the report of the Secretary-General,'^ provides a 
comprehensive list of the causes of human displacement. He outlines the three main causes of 
displacement as: l.mass exoduses caused as a by-product of war, armed conflict and human rights 
abuses; 2.mass expulsion, internal transfer, forced eviction, forced relocation and forced 
repatriation; and, 3.environmental degradation. Under the first heading, he enumerates the causes 
of military attacks against civilians, violence (by armed groups), inter-ethnic violence, attempts to 
close down camps of displaced persons, implantation of settlers, racial discrimination and other 
human rights abuses that exacerbate ethnic or social tensions or affect persons belonging to 
minorities.
It is also important to define when being an IDP ends. Protection and assistance should 
continue after they return to their homes or after they are resettled during reconstruction phase. 
The meaning of “protection” is also to be clarified since many among them especially the non­
governmental organizations (NGOs) tliink of protection merely as a humanitarian matter, not 
primarily as a human rights matter. But the main aim of these recent international efforts is to 
bring clarity to protection rights of internally displaced persons. The Commission on Human 
Rights in 1992 requested the Secretary-General to appoint a Representative to study the human 
rights issues related to internally displaced persons. And the concept of "protection" may be 
interpreted as the act of upholding fundamental human rights, being the core rights'“’ declared in 
the international covenants on civil and political rights^’ and on economic, social, and cultural 
rights."^
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1.2. Increasing International Concern with Internally Displaced Persons
As it is explained, traditionally, the definition of “refugees” and their international 
protection cover those who crossed the national borders of their countries. But starting 
from the end of the Cold War there is an increasing international concern with the protection 
needs of those displaced internally within the borders of a country, How can we explain such 
an increasing international concern with the internally displaced persons? The High 
Commissioner for Refugees puts it that there is clearly a greater willingness on the part of 
international community to collectively address the threat to international security posed by 
internal conflicts and large-scale population displacements.^’ This means that the 
international community no longer sees the internal affairs as absolutely internal affairs of a 
state. The end of the Cold War and the increasing legitimate international concern with 
human rights made it a reality that a new balance between sovereignty rights and individual 
needs is emerging.’* In fact the 1975 Helsinki Act can be considered an historic departure 
from the doctrine of absolute sovereignty within recognized borders. The Act marked the 
acceptance that how a government treats its own citizens is not just a matter of internal 
affairs, but an international obligation. In the post-Cold War era characterized by unleashed, 
in some cases intensified, internal conflicts including separation and formation of states, the 
international response to these proved the fact that national sovereignty cannot be upheld if 
the state violates globally accepted norms, ihe growing recognition of legitimate 
international concern on human rights necessitates the examination of internal situations and 
civil wars as threats to international peace and security, thereby creating more space for 
international bodies to play a role in monitoring the protection of internally displaced
14
persons than was previously considered. In recent years, it has been seen that the Security 
Council action to resolve internal conflicts, enforce peace, or implement peace settlements 
can no longer ignore coerced population movements. Security Council resolution 688 found 
the exodus of 1,7 million Iraqi Kurds, in April 1991, to be a major threat to international 
peace and security as well as a crime against humanity. In Namibia, Nicaragua, Cambodia, 
Mozambique, Rwanda, Liberia, and Georgia, Security Council action has consistently 
recognized the importance of resolving the humanitarian problem - by accepting the 
relationship between humanitarian and political actions - as part of the effort to promote 
reconciliation and reach political settlement as it is the case in Bosnia-Herzegovina."’
1.2.1. Growing Number of Internally Displaced Persons
In the post-Cold War era, there are escalating humanitarian needs within national 
borders necessitating a more integrated and comprehensive strategy. There is a growing 
scale of human suffering and there is more displacement within borders than across them. 
Almost 1,3 million people were forced to be internally displaced or to live in siege in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina as a result of war and ethnic cleansing. Further east, in Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Tajikistan people are displaced as a result of ethnic and political 
conflict.·^ "
The World Refugee Survey, in its 1994 publication, notes the decrease in the 
number of refugees and a concomitant increase in the number of internally displaced 
persons in 1993. According to the amiual report of the US Committee for Refugees, 15,3 
million people either fled or remained outside their homelands due to persecution in 1995,
15
which was down from 16,2 million the previous year. A million or more citizens of Angola, 
Bosnia, Iraq, Liberia, and Sierra Leone were displaced inside their own borders during 
1995, according to the report. It noted that the largest new IDPs for the year included 
500,000 Sri Lankans, 300,000 Sierra Leoneans and 200,000 Russian Chechens. According 
to the US Committee for Refugees report, the decrease in the worldwide refugee population 
and a concomitant increase in the number of IDPs could be a reflection of the trend to close 
borders to people fleeing political or ethnic conflict. ''
In the 1990s successful repatriation programs returned some eight million people to 
their homes in Mozambique, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Eritrea, El Salvador and elsewhere. 
However, the decline in the number of refugees and a concomitant rise in the number of 
internally displaced persons reflects the fact that an increasing number of countries are 
shutting their doors to refugees."’" In 1995 the United States forcibly repatriated thousands 
of Haitians and Cubans, who tried to flee their homelands. The European Union countries 
have erected new bamers to refugees in a number of ways by restricting asylum procedures, 
enacting new laws that permit governments to return refugees to a “ safe third country” 
tlirough which they traveled, and by entering into bilateral repatriation accords with the 
countries of origin. Developing countries also change their policies and close their borders 
to refugees or tlueats to expel the refugees in their countries; for example Tanzania recently 
closed its borders to refugees, Zaire threatened to expel more than one million Rwandans 
from border camps, and Iran, in 1995, warned that all of almost 1,5 million Afghan 
refugees on its soil must leave the country by March \ 99 lP  According to the report, again, 
the current practice concerning the legal protection of internally displaced persons is
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inefficient, relying on international human rights arid humanitarian law, as well as the 
goodwill of governments. In the twenty-fourth meeting of the UNHCR Sub-Committee of 
the Wliole on International Protection between 18-19 May 1994, the Representative of the 
Secretary-General for the internally displaced persons pointed out that there is a vacuum of 
responsibility for the IDPs who outnumber refugees but who have no specialized agency to 
take care of them.
1.2.2. A Vacuum of Responsibility
Currently no formal international mandate for the protection of internally displaced 
persons exists. This can be explained by the fact that mandate on internally displaced 
persons “ ... covers a wide spectrum of activities in the human rights and humanitarian 
fields, both within and outside the United Nations system” .·^"' In fact when the High 
Commissioner for Refugees was asked to take the mandate on internally displaced persons; 
he rejected the offer with the claim that the mandate over IDPs far exceeds the capacity of 
UNHCR.'^ Since they have not crossed an international boundary and are still within the 
jurisdiction of their national Government under international law. they do not qualify for 
international protection and do not fall within the general mandate of UNHCR.^^
The High Commissioner for Refugees h.ad been authorized to undertake activities 
on behalf of IDPs by ECOSOC and UN General Assembly in numerous resolutions dating 
back to at least 1972. But UNHCR involvement with the IDPs remained selective and 
conditional. In recent years UNHCR's growing involvement with the IDPs is both a 
response to the enormous needs of the persons and an integral part of UNHCR's three-fold
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strategy of prevention, preparedness and solutions.^’ Although UNHCR does not have a 
general mandate, its actions on behalf of the IDPs, has been encouraged and endorsed by 
the United Nations General Assembly, paificularly when there is a direct link to an existing 
or potential refugee problem, as in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan 
and Sri Lanka. Humanitarian action on behalf of internally displaced persons is a permanent 
concern of the International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent. Its activities 
formed a part of a whole range of tasks on behalf of the civilian population. But there are 
some legal gaps in cases of internal conflict.^®
Despite the fact that in recent years, the UN agencies, humanitarian organizations, 
and non-govermiiental groups have expanded their involvement with IDPs; these 
involvements are ad hoc and since there is no legal and operational basis, are inadequate. In 
the past few years, with the growing pressures from the agencies dealing with IDPs, the 
Commission on Human Rights had to undertake steps for exploring the issue of internal 
displacement in order to better address the protection and assistance needs of IDPs. In 1992, 
the Representative of the Secretary-General on internally displaced persons was appointed 
in order to focus on both the protection and assistance needs of IDPs. The mandate of the 
Representative covers activities in three main areas of work: the first is “ ... making on-site 
visits to countries with serious problems of internal displacement in order to explore first­
hand the conditions in which internally displaced persons live...” ’^ and “ ... to promote 
dialogue with Governments and other actors involved in addressing the needs of the 
internally displaced,... seeking to improve conditions on the ground” .''" The second area is 
the development of a legal framework for meeting the needs of IDPs. The third one is “ ...
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the promotion of effective institutional arrangements for meeting the challenges of 
protecting and assisting the internally displaced” / '  That is, to make suggestions and 
recommendations on how local, national and regional capacities can be developed and 
better coordinated to address the problems of internal displacement” / “ The main role of the 
Representative, with limited institutional support and no operational authority, is one of 
"... a catalyst and advocate, helping to raise international awareness to the plight of the 
internally displaced and to the need for governments, international organizations and NGOs 
to find solutions” .'’·’
1.2.3. Increasing International Preoccupation with the Prevention of Refugee Flows
In the post-Cold War era there took place a major shift in the international 
community's approach towards persons who are forced out of their homes because of 
political and ethnic violence which can be defined as "stay at home" strategy. That is, the 
"right to remain" has been emphasized in the post-Cold War era.'’"' The importance of 
addressing the problems of the IDPs has become increasingly apparent in the light of 
UNHCR's focus on the prevention of further refugee flows. As put forward in the report 
regarding the issues arising out of UNHCR’s involvement with IDPs “ ... UNHCR's 
increased attention to the needs of IDPs in the context of the Office's prevention- and 
solution-oriented strategy has coincided with a growing awareness within the international 
community of the dimensions and gravity of internal displacement, of the plight of the 
victims, of the implications for international peace and security and of a consequent need 
for a more effective response to this humanitarian problem” .'’·' Rather than the question of
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how to resettle refugees (post-event action), the emphasis is now on steps which can be 
taken to prevent refugee flows and to enable repatriation take place. Concerns with the 
prevention of refugees, in fact, had become internationally relevant in the 1980s. Many 
Western European governments faced with an asylum crisis criticized “ ... the traditional 
mission of providing assistance...” and protection in the country of asylum as a stimulus to 
migration. “They preferred a more direct focus on...” “ ... in-country humanitarian 
assistance and protection.”'*'’ In the 1980s, when the refugee movements of the South began 
to spill over into the North and large amount of emergency aid appeared to be an 
indefinitely recurring expenditure, the "root causes" approach gained ground'*  ^ and 
prevention of refugee flows became internationally relevant. The international community 
was called upon to “avert refugee flows” , as the UN Resolution put it, “ ... by modifying 
the underlying causes.”·** There are initiatives taken within the UN in order to try to 
prevent the conditions that cause the mass exoduses of refugees rather than to treat the 
symptoms or effects, and to make countries of origin more accountable for their actions. In 
1981, the Report for the UN Human Rights Commission by the former High Commissioner 
for Refugees Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan examined the linkages between human rights 
violations and mass exoduses, and as a result of a proposal led by the former West 
Germany a "Group of Governmental Experts on International Cooperation to Avert New 
Flows of Refugees" was established by General Assembly in 1982. The adoption of the 
final report of this Group by the General Assembly'*’ which asserted a broader definition of 
state responsibility, can be considered as a sign of an emerging consensus on the legitimacy 
of taking action in the country of origin, so that people would not have to flee. In 1981 the
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UN General Assembly Resolution "... strongly condemns all policies and practices of 
oppressive and racist regimes as well as aggression, alien domination and foreign 
occupation, which are primarily responsible for the massive flows of refugees". It has been 
accepted that with this response strategy, that is, supplying humanitarian assistance in case 
of need, rather than the long-term solution of the protection of the people affected by the 
conflict, no solution would be produced to remedy the problem of human displacement. But 
with new waves of refugee flows emergency relief again gained importance in the eyes of 
the international community and this "root causes" strategy had to fail.
In the post-Cold War era, new dynamics of displacement and changed international
context both obligated and enabled the international community develop alternative
strategies. In the post-Cold War atmosphere with the dissolution of power blocs, the
prospects for cooperation increased. However, new conflicts, mostly internal ones,
emerged. Especially, the case of the former Yugoslavia has further highlighted the
shortcomings of purely humanitarian relief efforts when the population displacement is a
primary goal, rather than simply an unfortunate consequence of the conflict. Sadako Ogata,
in her UNHCR report of 15 November 1995, stated that
Lasting solutions to the problem of human displacement will only be 
found if a concerted effort is made to protect human rights, to keep the 
peace within and between states, to promote sustainable development 
and to manage international migration.
According to her, attention had to be given to conditions in the countries of origin. In her 
1991 report to the Executive Committee of UNHCR, she has stated that
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... a better understanding of the different reasons that derive people to 
move will help to identify the ways in which outflows could possibly 
be prevented. I should clarify that I define prevention not as building 
barriers to stop people moving but as removing or reducing the factors 
which force displacement."^’
By providing a presence whenever there are internally displaced persons, UNHCR has 
taken a firm position on preventive measures in recent years. UNHCR believes that the 
international community should not only address the consequences of large-scale forced 
displacement of populations, but also the causes of such exoduses. But there is the dilemma 
to be solved between the right to stay and the right to leave with ethnic cleansing as the 
main policy of war which came out as a result of the recent conflicts.
Some point to the fact that the concept of "preventive protection" which has been 
articulated by Sadako Ogata as the right to remain in one's home in safety, and dignity, 
regardless of one's ethnic, national or religious origins has been favored by Western states 
for different reasons. First of all, such an approach strengthens a developing international 
consensus that sovereignty is not conditional but also implies that governments have a 
responsibility to protect their citizens' basic human rights. Secondly, developed states want 
to limit the number of people leaving their countries as refugees. That is, rather than 
reflecting the international community's desire to address the root causes of involuntary, 
mass movements of people and to find durable solutions, this commitment to addressing 
humanitarian problems in countries o f origin may simply reflect many states' increased 
anxiety about new comers in the post-cold war atmosphere when many states have 
collapsed or become unstable with intensified ethnic harshness.“
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Chapter Two
2. The Legal Framework
2.1. Existing International Standards
International efforts, in recent years, on behalf of IDPs are mostly ad hoc and 
inadequate to reach large numbers of IDPs at risk. The UN agencies, humanitarian 
organizations and NGOs frequently complain that no legal instrument exists to guide their 
work with the IDPs. If the international community is to respond to the needs of IDPs 
which are both one of providing material assistance to the needy and of ensuring their 
protection and respect for their fundamental human rights, generally recognized as one of 
the most challenging problem of our time, then it will have to establish and consolidate the 
normative framework for an effective system of protection and assistance to IDPs. The 
efforts for this should focus first on strengthening and making more effective use of 
existing international law.'
There are recent international and regional efforts to emphasize the need to address 
situations of internal displacement: initiatives by the Sub-Commission on Prevention of 
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities are directly related to IDPs. In particular its 
work on freedom of movement and the prohibition of forced population movements and its 
resolution 1994/24 titled "The right to freedom of movement", in which it affirmed the right 
of persons to remain in peace in their own homes, on their own lands and. in their own 
countries is directly related to IDPs. The Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination 
and Protection of Minorities also affirmed the right of refugees and displaced persons to
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return, in safety and dignity, to their country of origin and/or within it, to their place of 
origin or choice. It urged governments and other actors involved to do everything possible 
in order to cease all practices of forced displacement, population transfer and "etlmic 
cleansing" in violation of international legal standards; and, it decided to include under its 
agenda item entitled "Freedom of Movement", a sub-item relating to questions of 
displacement entitled "Population Displacement" and to keep under constant review respect 
for the right to freedom of movement, including the right to remain and return." A series of 
declarations and recommendations regarding welfare of IDPs were adopted: the Declaration 
of Minimum Humanitarian Standards (Turku/Abo Declaration), adopted by an expert 
meeting convened by the Institute for Human Rights, Abo Akademi University, in 
Turku/Abo. Finland, 30 November-2 December 1990  ^ affirms minimum humanitarian 
standards which are, or should be, applicable in all situations, including internal violence, 
disturbances, tensions and public emergency, and which cannot be derogated under any 
circumstances; the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action of the World Conference 
on Human Rights, held at Vienna, 14-25 .lune 1993 calls on states to give special attention 
and find lasting solutions to the problems of internally displaced persons; the San .lose 
Declaration on Refugees and Displaced Persons adopted at San .lose, 7 December 1994 
based in part on Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, adopted at Cartagena de Indias, 22 
November 1984, expresses concern about the situation of displaced persons in their own 
countries; the Summit Declaration of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe, adopted at Budapest, 1994; and the Document of the CSCE Human Dimension 
Seminar on Migration, including refugees and internally displaced persons, adopted at
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Warsaw, 20-23 April 1993. Conclusions of the Seminar on Protection of African Refugees 
and Internally Displaced Persons held in Harare, 16-18 February 1994; and 
recommendations of the OAU/UNHCR Symposium on Refugees and Forced Population 
Displacements in Africa (The Addis Ababa Document) also include concerns about the 
situations of IDPs. In addition, in Latin America, a Permanent Consultation on Internal 
Displacement in the Americas was formed in 1992 to address internal displacement on an 
ongoing basis.“'
In recent years “ ... a consensus has developed in support of compiling the existing 
norms” and “ ... evaluating them to assess the adequacy of their coverage and filling 
whatever gaps may exist. The UNHCR Executive Committee, in a Conclusion adopted 
in 1994. ’^ acknowledges the importance of the efforts to compile existing international 
standards in respect of the treatment of IDPs, and to develop a code of conduct comprising 
guiding principles. The Addis Ababa Document (1994) on Refugees and Forced 
Population Displacements in Africa expresses support for the work of the Representative of 
the Secretary-General to promote appropriate legal mechanisms for the better protection 
and assistance to IDPs. The San Jose Declaration on Refugees and Displaced Persons, 
adopted by all Latin American Governments, expresses the commitment to encourage and 
contribute to the preparation of an international declaration of principles and basic rules for 
the protection and humanitarian treatment of all internally displaced persons. The High 
Commissioner for Human Rights has underlined the importance of the Representative's 
bringing together human rights, humanitarian and refugee law and developing norms 
applicable to cases of internal displacement.’
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There is, at present, no complete set of appropriate provisions applicable in cases 
of internal displacement to guide the work of international organizations, humanitarian 
groups and NGOs and to consult when drafting laws to protect IDPs. They are dealt with 
within the general framework of three branches of international law which composes 
general provisions and norms also relevant to internal displacement: human rights law, 
humanitarian law and refugee law by analogy. The analysis of legal norms relevant to IDPs 
“aims at restating obligations within the framework of existing norms as well as identifying 
areas where existing international law does not respond adequately to the protection and 
assistance needs of internally displaced persons.”  ^ In this regard, this analysis takes into 
account the actual needs of IDPs and on the basis of each of these needs examines whether 
and to what extent existing norms of international law afford protection.
f  or the evaluation of these relevant norms and provisions also relevant to IDPs, at 
the request of the Representative of the Secretary-General on IDPs, two reports were 
prepared: one prepared by the Ludwig Boltzman Institute of Human Rights (Vienna) 
provides a consolidation of the provisions found in international human rights law and 
humanitarian law by selecting the rights considered to be most relevant to the protection of 
the IDPs ("rights approach"). The other prepared by the .American Society of International 
Law jointly with the International Human Rights Group (Washington D.C.) attempts to 
identify the needs of IDPs and describes the relevant human rights and humanitarian law 
that correspond to these needs in three categories: situations of internal tensions and 
disturbances and/or disasters; non-international armed conflicts; and, international armed 
conflicts ("needs approach").^ As reported by the Representative of the
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Secretary-General, both papers and “the consultations with a wide range of experts, including 
the Vienna Round Table”, “...arrive at similar conclusions as to the need for an elaboration of 
a body of principles, which would seek to address primarily the areas where there is legal 
uncertainty” or where clarification of the norms relevant to DDPs would be beneficial in order 
to fill legal gaps and to restate obligations within the framework of existing n o r m s . I t  has 
been agreed that while existing law covers many aspects of particular relevance to IDPs, 
there are some “gray areas” where a general norm exists but not a corollary, more specific 
right that would ensure implementation of the general norm in areas of particular need to 
IDPs; and there are some clear gaps in legal protection which results from the fact that there 
is no explicit norms to address identifiable needs of the IDPs.
As mentioned above, there are three sources of international law which are applicable 
to internal displacement; human rights law; humanitarian law and refugee law. And there are 
three situations recognized by international law: situations of tensions and disturbances, or 
disasters; situations of non-international armed conflicts; and, situations of international armed 
conflicts. In situations of tensions and disturbances, or disasters human rights law is applicable; 
in situations of non-international armed conflicts some of the most central principles of 
humanitarian and many of the human rights guarantees are applicable; and, in situations of 
inter-state armed conflict provisions of humanitarian law are primarily operative as well as 
human rights guarantees. IDPs currently lack protection under international law principally in 
situations which are below the threshold of the application of humanitarian law and in which, 
simultaneously, human rights guarantees, crucial for EDPs, are legitimately derogated or 
restricted. Also, another type of legal vacuum exits in
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the case of states that have not ratified key treaties codifying human rights and 
humanitarian law. Lack of legal protection for IDPs exists also in situations of conflict 
where non-governmental actors exert control or influence.
In situations of internal tensions or disturbances, or disasters, in which many IDPs 
live, human rights law guides governmental conduct in the treatment of IDPs. Humanitarian 
law is inapplicable because these situations fall short of armed conflict. All individuals are 
entitled to basic human rights and freedoms without distinction of any kind on the basis of 
race, color, sex, language, religion, political and other opinion, national and social origin, 
birth or other status" which are inherent attributes of human dignity and which are 
recognized by the international law that both recognizes and protects them. States, in turn, 
are obligated to ensure respect for those internationally recognized human rights essential to 
the survival, dignity and well-being of all persons subject to their jurisdiction. Articles 55 
and 56 of the United Nations Charter mandates all member states to "... promote ... 
universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all 
...". The International Court of Justice recognized the existence of "elementary 
considerations of humanity" to be respected under all situations in times of war and peace 
and the existence of obligations of a State towards the international community deriving 
from the principles of and rules concerning the basic rights of the human person.
The Human Rights Committee recently stated that because of the customary law
character of the relevant guarantees, states could not
... reserve the right to engage in slavery, to torture, to subject persons 
to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punisliment, to arbitrarily
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deprive persons of their lives, to arbitrarily arrest and detain persons, 
to deny freedom of thought, conscience and religion, to presume a 
person guilty unless he proves his innocence, to execute pregnant 
women and children, to permit the advocacy of national, racial or 
religious hatred, to deny persons of marriageable age the right to 
marry, or to deny to minorities the right to enjoy their own culture, 
profess their own religion, or use of their own language.'"
International human rights treaty law relevant for IDPs includes the International 
Convention on Civil and Political Rights'" and its two Optional Protocols;'“' the 
International Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights;'"’ the Convention 
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment;'" the 
Convention on the Pre\ ention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide;'’ the International 
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination;'^ the Convention on 
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women;'" and, the Convention on 
the Rights of the Child.’" There are also regional ones: the American Declaration of the 
Rights and Duties of Man;’' the American Convention on Human Rights;” the Additional 
Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights "Protocol of San Salvador";’’ the African (Banjul) Charter on Human 
and Peoples' Rights;’'' the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms;” and its Protocols; and, the European Social Charter.’" In addition, 
there are United Nations General Assembly and Security Council resolutions which are 
very important for providing a basis for the progressive development of international 
customary law. Especially important are the authoritative declarations of the General
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Assembly such as the Universal Declarations on the Eradication of Hunger and 
Malnutrition;“’ and the Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency 
and Armed Conflict.’* The human rights principles and standards proposed by non­
governmental bodies, including the Siracusa Principles and the Paris Minimum Standards 
for Human Rights Norms in States of Emergency and the Turku/Abo Declaration of 
Minimum Humanitarian Standards, are also important to draw some rules relevant to IDPs. 
Finally the practice of the following treaty bodies are closely relevant to IDPs: the Human 
Rights Committee; the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; the 
Committee against Torture; the Committee on the Rights of the Child; and, the Committee 
on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. The same is true for the findings of 
special rapporteurs such as Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary 
executions; the Special Rapparteur on torture; the Special rapporteur on violence against 
\\omen; and. the Special Rapparteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial 
discrimination, xenophia and related intolerance; and of the reports of working groups such 
as the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances; the Working Group on 
Contemporary Forms of Slavery; and, the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention.’^
However, in human rights treaty law there are limitation clauses which permit 
governments lawfully to restrict the free exercise of many rights during situations which 
fall short of armed conflict in order to protect public safety, to restore order and to protect 
fundamental rights and freedoms of others (e.g. application of curfew).’® There are also 
derogation clauses which permit suspension of certain specified rights under circumscribed 
situations of public emergency. However, there are certain rights which cannot be
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suspended even in times of emergency. These internationally recognized non-derogable 
guarantees include the right to life, the prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading 
treatment and punislunent, the prohibition of slavery and the prohibition of retroactive 
application of penal law.' '^ The human rights law takes states as subjects responsible for the 
protection of the human rights of their citizens. However, in recent years the notion that 
non-governmental actors should also be internationally responsible gained ground."^ "
In situations of non-international and international armed conflict, humanitarian law 
- also known as law of armed conflict or law of war, as well as human rights law -, is 
applicable to IDPs who live within those situations. International humanitarian law 
regulates the conduct of hostilities and seeks to protect the victims of armed conflicts. 
Besides the customary law included in the Hague Regulations of 1907 Respecting the Laws 
and Customs of War on Land, the principal sources of humanitarian law are the four 
Geneva Conventions of August 1949’·^ and Additional Protocols I and IΓ'^ In addition to 
these there is 1980 United Nations Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of 
Certain Conventional Weapons, one of whose tluee protocols restrict the use of mines.
Article 1, common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and to the Additional 
Protocols mandates contracting parties to respect the principles of humanity in all cases. It 
prohibits murder, torture, corporal punishment, mutilation, outrages upon personal dignity, 
the taking of hostages, collective punishments, execution without regular trial and all cruel 
and degrading treatment. Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions is very 
important in the protection of IDPs - persons who do not, or who no longer, take an active 
part in the hostilities - during non-international armed conflicts between government and
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dissident forces or between two or more armed factions within a country, e.g. when the 
government has dissolved or is too weak to intervene. Common Article 3 reads as follows:
In the case of armed conflict not of an international chai'acter 
occun'ing in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each 
Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum, the 
following provisions:
1. Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including 
members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those 
placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other 
cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any 
adverse distinction founded on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth 
or wealth, or any other similar criteria.
To this end, the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at 
any time and in any place whatsoever with respect to the above- 
mentioned persons:
(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, 
mutilation, cruel treatment and torture;
(b) taking of hostages;
(c) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and 
degrading treatment;
(d) The passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions 
without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted 
court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as 
indispensable by civilized peoples.
2. The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for.
An impartial humanitarian body, such as the International 
Committee of the Red Cross, may offer its services to the Parties to the 
conflict.
The Parties to the conflict should further endeavor to bring into 
force, by means of specialized agreements, all or part of the other 
provisions of the present Convention.
The application of the preceding provisions shall not affect the 
legal status of the Parties to the conflict.
By inference, persons forcibly or voluntarily displaced by virtue of hostilities, when they 
are captured by or, subjected to, the power of either government or dissident forces are 
entitled to the absolute guarantees of common Article 3. ’^ Certain especially important rules
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of conduct which apply to all armed conflicts laid down in the provisions of the four 
Geneva Conventions and the two Additional Protocols stipulate that:
- people who are not, or no longer, taking an active part in hostilities, 
such as the wounded and sick, prisoners and civilians, must be 
respected and protected in all circumstances;
- civilians must be treated humanely; in particular, violence to their 
life and person is prohibited, as are all kinds of torture and cruel 
treatment, the taking of hostages, and the passing of sentences without 
a fair trial;
- the armed forces must always distinguish between civilians and 
combatants, and between civilian objects and military objects; it is 
prohibited to attack on civilian objects, and all precautions must be 
taken to spare the civilian population;
- it is prohibited to attack or destroy objects indispensable to the 
survival of the civilian population (e.g. foodstuffs, crops, livestock, 
drinking water installations and imgation works); it is prohibited to 
use starvation as a method of warfare;
- the wounded and sick must be collected and cared for; hospitals, 
ambulances, and medical and religious personnel must be respected 
and protected; the emblem of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, which 
symbolizes this protection, must be respected in all circumstances; any 
abuse or misuse thereof must be punished;
- parties to a conflict must agree to relief operations of a humanitarian, 
impartial and non-discriminatory nature on behalf of the civilian 
population; aid agency personnel must be respected and protected.
Protocol II applies to non-international armed conflicts, to situations of civil war.
These fundamental guarantees are repeated in Protocol II which also prohibits collective 
punishments, acts of tertorism, and pillage.·’’^ Also, the prohibition of outrages upon 
personal dignity explicitly includes rape, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent 
assault. Persons deprived of liberty enjoy additional guarantees by article 5. Its article 6 
specifies judicial guarantees, while Articles 7 to 12 stipulate that wounded and sick, as well 
as those caring for them, must be respected and protected. A special protection is laid down 
for women and children (particularly article 4(3)). Protocol II also prohibits forced
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movement of civilians; the exceptions can only take place if it is required for the security of 
the civilians involved or for imperative military reasons. In this case all possible measures 
must be taken to provide civilians with the satisfactory conditions of shelter, hygiene, 
health, safety and nutrition. Further it stipulates that, whenever the civilian population is 
deprived of supplies essential for survival, relief actions of an exclusively humanitarian and 
impartial nature and which are conducted without any adverse distinction are to be 
undertaken with the consent of the state concerned.''“ In summary. Protocol II stipulates that 
the civilian population is to be protected from the effects of hostilities and to be protected 
and assisted during their displacement; the fundamental principles of this protection have 
been clearly spelt out. but it must be admitted that the rules are less specific.'"
Regarding the conduct of hostilities, "Declaration on the rules of humanitarian law 
governing the conduct of hostilities in non-international armed conflicts" which was 
adopted in 1990 by the International Institute of Humanitarian Law at San Remo contains 
general principles on the conduct of hostilities as well as on the use of certain weapons. The 
protection to which internally displaced persons by way of inference from the term 
"civilians", are entitled in the event of displacements due to international armed conflict is 
set forth in considerable detail.''· It prohibits specific and indiscriminate attacks against 
civilians and starvation of civilians. It stipulates the protection of non-defended localities 
and demilitarized zones; the provision of relief to the civilian population; the reunion of 
dispersed families; the general fundamental guarantees applicable to everyone; and, the 
protection of women and children. How^ever, only a limited number of states ratified
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Protocol I which means that many IDPs in countries who did not sign this Protocol cannot 
benefit from the guarantees established/^
Also Part II of the Fourth Geneva Convention which "cover(s) the whole of the 
populations of the countries in conflict"'' '^ can be applied to IDPs. It includes provisions for
the
... endeavor to conclude local agreements for the removal from 
besieged or encircled areas, of wounded, sick, infirm, and aged 
persons, children and maternity cases, and for the passage of ministers 
of all religions, medical personnel and medical equipment on their way 
to such areas...
in its article 17; for the child welfare in article 24, and for the exchange of family news in 
article 25. and, for the inquiries made by members of dispersed families in article 26.
In disturbances and other violent situations not covered by humanitarian law, 
recourse is made to international human rights law and to fundamental humanitarian 
principles, set forth in particular in the Declaration of Humanitarian Standards adopted at 
Turku (Finland) in 1990.“'·’’
A third source of international law, although not directly applicable to IDPs, but can 
be useful by analogy in proposing rules and establishing guidelines to respond to the needs 
of IDPs is refugee law. Article 1 (A) of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees 
and the subsequent Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees define a refugee as anyone 
v'ho has a
well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, 
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political 
opinion, is outside the country o f his nationality and is unable, or 
owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of
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that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the 
country o f his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is 
unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.·*®
Two regional refugee legal instruments (namely OAU Convention Governing 
Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa'” and the Cartagena Declaration of 1984) 
expand the situations under which refugee status is recognized to cases of foreign 
aggression, occupation,''^ foreign domination, events seriously disturbing public order and, 
in the case of Cartagena Declaration, to massive violations of human rights and domestic 
conflict. However, these both are also restricted to persons who have left their country of 
origin or nationality.
The IDPs remain in their own countries, but they have been forced to leave their 
homes, and they face similar conditions as refugees. Principles which can be drawn by 
analogy from refugee law for the protection of IDPs who have much in common with 
refugees are the right not to be forcibly returned to areas where the life or freedom of IDP 
could be tlueatened; the right to seek residence in a safe place; the right to be provided with 
adequate documentation; the right not to be identified as an IDP if that would result in 
discrimination; the freedom of movement in and out of the camp or other shelter; the right 
to benefit from measures towards family reunification; and the right to voluntary return to 
the original area of residence. As it can be seen, these rights bring with them the necessity 
to take some positive measures to be implemented.
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2.2. The Special Protection and Assistance Needs of IDPs
Internally displaced persons, by the very nature of displacement, have some special 
needs and are more vulnerable to human rights abuses during all these internationally 
recognized situations of tensions, disturbances, or disasters; of non-international armed 
conflicts and of international armed conflicts. They are fi'equently found as large clusters of 
people in camps, uprooted from their homes and entirely dependent on humanitarian assistance 
and protection from the controlling authorities.They frequently suffer violations of the right 
to life and physical and mental integrity; of the freedom from arbitrary detention and forced 
recruitment; of economic, social and cultural rights; and of the right to seek and enjoy asylum. 
They are also frequently victims of discrimination on ethnic, social and political thought 
grounds. These human rights abuses, being problems faced by IDPs, are also the very root 
causes of their displacement. While thinking about the protection needs of IDPs, remedies to 
prevent their displacement are to be considered first and measures for protecting them during 
and after displacement, later. For example, illegal expulsions and forced evictions have been 
frequently used in Bosnia-Herzegovina as a means of ethnic cleansing. One of the latest 
manifestations of such occurred in September 1995 when non-Serb minorities were expelled 
from north-west Bosnia, during which numerous cases of beatings and physical and psychological 
torture were reported. Expulsions of Muslims have occurred in Srebrenica, and the question of the 
thousands of the missing or detained expellees has still not been solved. Expulsions of the Serb 
minority are also reported to have taken place in central and western Bosnia, following the takeover 
of these regions by the forces of Federation of Bosnia - Herzegovina. According to UNHCR 
estimates, 1,3 mülion persons remained displaced within Bosnia by the end of 1995. The
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local authorities refuse to comply with their obligations under the Dayton Agreement,
which ended the conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and was signed on 14 December 1995, to
allow freedom of movement. Local authorities continue to create new barriers to civilians
who would try to exercise the right to freedom of movement. IDPs faced persecution when
crossing the inter-entity boundary line or even when entering areas controlled by a different
etlmic group. The parties committed themselves to securing "the right to liberty of
movement and residence ... to all persons within their jurisdiction..."'® which is a
fundamental freedom recognized in human rights documents^' "...without discrimination on
any ground such as ... religion, political or other opinion, national and social origin,
association with a national minority...". However, even UNHCR buses were banned by the
Bosnian Serbs from crossing inter-ethnic boundaries.'· Annex Seven of the Dayton
Agreement sets out the parties' obligations regarding the return of refugees and displaced
persons. The parties agreed that "All refugees and displaced persons have the right freely to
return to their homes of origin". '^’ To realize this right.
The Parties shall ensure that refugees and displaced persons are 
permitted to return in safety, without risk of harassment, intimidation, 
persecution, or discrimination, particularly on account of their ethnic 
origin, religious belief, or political opinion.'"
The parties, on the contrary, took some measures to prevent the return of persons who are 
not part of etkiic majorities and also there is fear of renewed conflict and persecution 
among these IDPs to return to areas in which they would be part of an etlmic minority. The 
other obstacles remaining are physical devastation and land-mines, the lack of construction 
of their homes, or the refusal to relinquish their homes. Very few of the IDPs during the
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conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina have been able to return across the inter-entity line 
separating the Bosniak-Croat Federation and the Republuka Srpska. According to 
estimates, they may never go home” or they may never go back even to see their homes or 
the graves of their relatives.
Forced evictions have also taken place in Burundi. The Special Rapporteur on 
Burundi reported on the eviction of members of Hutu communities from their residences in 
Bujumbura. '^ ’^ Many internally displaced Hutu hid in the marshes during weeks so that the 
Tutsi-dominated army would not find and kill them, while displaced Tutsi, protected by the 
army, were often prevented from returning to their homes.” Also the Israeli practices in the 
occupied territories over years are to be mentioned here and the Special Committee to 
investigate Israeli practices has condemned forced evietions undertaken by the Israeli 
authorities resulting from expansion of the Israeli settlement.”
Many IDPs have found themselves in conditions of poor health, without access to 
drinking water or food, deprived of any suitable shelter, exposed to malaria, dysentery and 
other diseases. Several eountries have used food as a weapon, and impeded the access to the 
assistance provided by the international humanitarian groups. In Angola, both government 
and rebel troops have deliberately starved IDPs and planted mines in arable land. Similar 
strategies in Ethiopia, Mozambique and the Sudan led to the death of thousands of IDPs.”
Forcible relocation of IDPs put further burdens on the conditions of them and 
resulted in further displacements. The Special Rapporteur on the Sudan reported that as a 
result of the closure of the camps, from 1992-94 around Khartoum where IDPs lived, the 
populations in the remaining camps were overcrowded which placed a strain on the limited
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health and nutrition services provided by NGOs. Also during 1995, occupants were moved 
to officially designated sites placed up to 40 km from Khartoum where access to food, 
water, education, markets and other services was restricted.“  In 1995, a government 
military offensive uprooted tens of thousands of southern Sudanese (ethnic Nubas) and 
forced them into special camps, described as "concentration camps" by international human 
rights workers, where Nubas have been subjected to forced labor and sexual abuse.*' In 
Rwanda, according to a report by the Department of Humanitarian Affairs, the nutritional 
status of the displaced was substantially worse than that of the wider population.“
IDPs are deliberately attacked in many cases. In Chechnya, in 1995, UNHCR 
reported that IDPs lost their homes and all their possessions. Moreover, they were 
deliberately attacked by Russian forces. IDPs are perceived as the enemy either by their 
association with an insurgent group, or more generally, with an ethnic, cultural or social 
group or as inferior or threatening. For example in Kenya, government leaders provoked or 
condoned \'iolence against uprooted etlmic groups (amounted to 240,000 in 1995) believed 
to be opposed to the ruling political party. Again government officials and youth gang 
groups aligned with the ruling party reportedly agitated for the closure of camps of IDPs 
while at the same time subverting programs designed to resettle the camps of displaced 
occupants. In 1994, officials forcibly evicted 2000 internally displaced persons from a camp 
where they had found shelter, and relocated them to areas lacking food or shelter. In 
•lanuary 1995, many of the same families were forcibly relocated again.*’ Again in Burundi, 
uprooted Tutsi are refeiTed as "displaced” while uprooted Hutu are referred as 
"dispersed” .*“' In Colombia, where 15,000 uprooted Colombians were added in 1995, and
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were perceived and treated as a marginalized group, which often created a threat to their 
lives and well-being. Camps where IDPs found shelter are frequently viewed as security 
tlueat. In Rwanda, in late 1994, Rwandan authorities insisted that the camps, where up to 
400,000 IDPs found shelter and assistance from international relief agencies were security 
threats and a blemish on the international credibility of the new government, and that they 
should close, and that occupants of the camps could return to their homes. However, camp 
occupants expressed concern about the safety of returning to their homes. In January 1995, 
Rwandan Patriotic Army soldiers killed 12 IDPs and wounded 30 at a camp near the 
Burundi border. Other killings and harassments occurred regularly in southwest Rwanda 
where these camps located. Also inside some camps, extremist Hutu militia members 
prevented residents from quitting the camps. Efforts were made by UN and some NGOs to 
close se\ eral camps by stopping food distribution. It was estimated that 40 percent of the 
individuals who returned home subsequently fled again which means that they were not 
pro\ ided the security to travel and to remain at their homes. As a result of the govermnent 
attempt to close the camp Kibeho, which degenerated into massive violence, some IDPs 
were killed both by RPA troops and hardline extremists who controlled the camp*" and 
some (27,000) fled to Burundi and Zaire.“  Persons evicted from the camps, officially 
closed by May 9 1995, were stoned and beaten to death as they traveled home. Some other 
groups heading home were looted and harassed.^’
IDPs are frequently found in areas deemed too dangerous for relief organizations to 
work in and many in rebel-held areas, where the government or the controlling authorities 
refuse to permit outside agencies to work. For example, in Sierra Leone, despite repeated
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requests by ICRC, which reported that 70 percent of children in rebel-held areas suffered 
from severe malnutrition, the goverimient refused to grant permission for ICRC to provide 
assistance in such areas. This could imply the recognition of rebel forces, as in the Jaffna 
peninsula in Sri Lanka.*^ * Again in Somalia, in 1995, more than 50,000 persons were living 
in approximately 100 camps in the Mogadishu area where humanitarian assistance to most 
camps was minimal because of security concerns among relief workers and other logistical 
difficulties. Also there are difficulties created by the related government officials and 
combatants not to permit the relief efforts to take place, as in the Sudan.*^
Particular attention should be paid to most vulnerable groups, children and women, 
in cases of internal displacement. In most cases the majority of IDPs are women and their 
children,^” Women heads-of-household faced special protection problems. Internally 
displaced women faced serious security risks, many suffered from sexual violence. Muslim 
women in the former Yugoslavia suffered consistent sexual abuse which was used by Serbs 
as a weapon in their ethnic cleansing campaign. Again during the genocide of 1994, Hutu 
militia groups and the Rwandan military regularly used rape and other sexual violence as 
weapons in their etlmic campaign against the Tutsi etlmic community.” Internally displaced 
women, living in camps, are generally less consulted in the distribution of material 
assistance.” Relief agencies have to adjust their programs to help women-headed families 
receive a fair allotment of relief food.
IDPs are more susceptible to disease. A health survey in Liberia indicated that most 
internally displaced Liberians contract malaria twice a year.”"* Displacement has its most 
serious negative effects on children and their development. They are the first to suffer from
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lack of shelter, warmth, proper food and health care. In Burundi, children have been 
particular!)^ affected by chronic malnutrition, malaria, respiratory infections, diarrhea and 
dysentery. In most cases, as in Burundi, many have been separated from their parents or 
have lost them. It is estimated that there are 200,000 unaccompanied children in Rwanda, 
Burundi and Zaire. Many internally displaced children suffered physically and 
psychologically from violence and have limited access to education. Frequently in most 
countries, they also faced forced recruitment (as in the Sudan, Mozambique and Liberia)’“' 
and forced labor.
IDPs continue to need assistance and protection after they repatriated to their areas 
of origin or their choice in rebuilding their lives. Since many internally displaced women 
ha\'e become the sole supporters of their families - that is, they have lost their husbands in 
ci\’il wars or their husbands have been recruited into armies of resistance, or been disabled, 
or have disappeared - and since there exist limited resources, opportunities and 
discriminatory practices against women, their needs especially in areas of health care, 
housing, credit and education should be considered in order to help them become self- 
sustaining and rebuild their lives. These problems in many countries - such as in Rwanda, 
Burundi, and in Colombia - ai'e compounded by women’s second class status under their 
national laws.’'’ In Angola, reported by the International Organization for Migration, in 
1995, IDP women were under worse conditions than returning refugees and the great 
majority of them were unable to participate in the reconstruction process of the economy 
for lack of land, tools, and other resources.’^
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2.3. The Responses to Protection and Assistance Needs of IDPs by the International 
Law
The responsibility for meeting the protection and assistance needs of IDPs lies with 
their national governments. The state, although required to take some additional measures 
in order to safeguard these rights, might be unable or unwilling to do so. In many cases it is 
the state itself which abuses the human rights of IDPs. Furthermore, human rights are 
subject to derogation clauses during periods of public emergency, especially the times of 
greatest need for the protection of IDPs. Also human rights law is not binding on insurgent 
forces. Finally human rights law does not adequately address some of the most critical 
situations like forcible displacement or return to unsafe areas and access to humanitarian 
assistance,'’ What makes IDPs of concern to the international community is the coercion 
that impels their movement, their subjection to human rights abuses as a result of this 
uprootedness, and the lack of protection by their governments.
Regarding the responses to protection and assistance needs of IDPs by international 
law, since IDPs are dealt with within the general framework of human rights and 
humanitarian laws, the most important for the fulfillment of protection and assistance needs 
of IDPs is the need to be free from discriminatory acts or omissions; that is, the right to 
equality. In international human rights law, there is no explicit prohibition of discrimination 
against IDPs because of their being displaced.’“ In fact, discrimination have been frequently 
resulted in the treatment of IDPs on account of their etlmic origin, religion, race, sex, 
political or other opinion. However, the term "other status" found in non-discriminatory 
clauses in article 2” of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in article 26“" of the
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and article 2 of the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights appear to ban discrimination**· against 
IDPs based on their status and discriminatory conduct based on grounds commonly related 
to situations of displacement, such as race, religion, national or social origin, and lack of 
property.^·’ Furthermore guarantees providing protection against specific categories of 
discrimination such as race- or gender-specific discrimination are also applicable to IDPs. 
Relevant instruments include UN Declaration and the International Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,**'’ the Convention against Discrimination 
in Education,^^ the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and 
Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief,“  the Declaration on Race and Racial 
Prejudice/·' the Declaration on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination against 
Women,**^  and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women.*’'* The principle of non-discrimination is related to equality of protection of law 
\\'hich has been interpreted generally to include positive measures that wdll achieve equality 
for women and vulnerable groups such as children, the elderly and the disabled.’® This can 
be interpreted also to include the IDPs, as the obligation to take some positive measures for 
IDPs. International humanitarian law provides for humane treatment without adverse 
distinction in situations of non-international and international armed conflict. Article 3 (1) 
common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, article 2 (l)‘”and article 4 (1)'·*· of the Protocol 
II additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, article 27(3) of the Fourth Geneva 
Convention” and article 75 of Protocol I”  all contain clauses against discriminatory 
treatment.
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As it is explained, IDPs are frequently at risk of various acts of violence, which may 
include inter alia, killings, torture, rape, the use of particularly dangerous weapons and 
land-mines, and/or forcible disappearance. The right to life is the most fundamental human 
right. Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 6 of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, article 1 of the American Convention on Human 
Rights, article 2 (1) of the European Convention on Human Rights and African Charter all 
state this fundamental right to life and the obligation to protect this right by law. Regarding 
children, article 6 (1) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child protects their life, while 
paragraph 2 of the same provision obligates states parties to "...ensure to the maximum 
extent possible the survival and development of the child". Article 19 of the Convention 
requires states to
... take all appropriate ... measures to protect the child from all forms 
of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent 
treatment, maltreatment ... while in the care of parent(s), legal 
guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child.
In situations of internal displacement, this obligation to take positive action “ is especially 
importanf ’ since children are often separated from their parent and taken care of by other
95persons.
In most of the human rights treaties, certain forms of taking life, (e.g. in the form of 
death penalty or in defense of unlawful violence) is allowed.' '^’ But arbitrary deprivation of 
the right to life is never allowed. The prohibition of arbitrary taking of life is a non­
derogable right and protects also IDPs, even in most extreme cases.’’ The Human Rights 
Committee considers that, in protecting against arbitrary deprivation of life, "states parties
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should take measures not only to prevent and punish deprivation of life by criminal acts, 
but also to prevent arbitrary killing by their own security forces... The Committee has 
stated that "States have the supreme duty to prevent wars, acts of genocide and other acts of 
mass violence causing arbitrary loss of l i f e" . I n  addition, the states are required to adopt 
positive measures such as steps to reduce infant mortality and eliminate malnutrition and 
epidemics in the protection of the right to life.'““ The Committee for the Elimination of All 
Forms of Discrimination Against Women'“' has noted that violence against women impairs 
or nullifies the enjoyment by women in particular of, inter alia, the right to life. During 
recent years, IDPs along with others have become victims of genocide'“" which constitutes 
a grave form of violation of the right to life and declared to be an international crime 
committed at any time by the Genocide Convention. Also the Vienna Declaration and 
Programme of Action expressed
... its dismay at massive violations of human rights especially in the 
form of genocide, "ethnic cleansing" and systematic rape of women in 
war situations, creating mass exodus of refugees and displaced 
persons. While strongly condemning such abhorrent practices ....
It reiterated "... the call that perpetrators of such crimes be punished and such practices 
immediately stopped".'“’ UNHCR has undertaken some steps to reform policies and 
programmes to improve the personal safety of refugees and, in particular, women and 
children. In this regard. Executive Committee Conclusions and UNHCR guidelines, by 
analogy, may provide guidance for affording security to IDPs.'““* Under humanitarian law, 
common article 3 sets forth minimum standards of treatment applicable to all persons who 
do not or no longer actively participate in hostilities. However, it does not explicitly
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prohibit attacks against civilians by rebel armed forces in non-international armed conflicts. 
But such attacks are prohibited by customary law, especially in United Nations General 
Assembly resolution 2444 (XXIII)'®^ entitled "Respect for human rights in armed conflict" 
expressly recognizes the customary principle of civilian immunity and its complementary 
principle requiring warring parties to distinguish civilians from combatants at all times.'”* 
Article 4 of Protocol II includes non-derogable provisions which apply to all persons, 
including IDPs, who do not or no longer actively participate in hostilities. These guarantees 
include prohibition of "violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, 
in particular murder". Similarly Protocol I, Article 75, includes minimum guarantees 
applicable to everyone. It prohibits violence and threats of violence to the life, health, or 
physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular murder.
Again, another risk facing IDPs, adults and children, is enforced disappearance
caused by government , paramilitary or dissident forces or groups which violates many
fundamental rights - including those related to the right to life and personal security. There
is the United Nations Declaration on the Protection from Enforced Disappearance,'”’ article
1 of which considers any act of enforced disappearance'”* as an offense to human dignity.
The Inter-American Convention on the Forced Disappearance of Persons'”” prohibits
disappearances at any time "... in states of emergency or suspension of individual
guarantees." Section II, paragraph 62 of the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action
... reaffirms that it is the duty of all States, under any circumstances, to 
make investigations whenever there is reason to believe that an 
enforced disappearance has taken place on a territory under their 
jurisdiction and, if allegations are confirmed, to prosecute its 
perpetrators.
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Regarding children, article 35 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, requires states 
parties to take all "... possible measures to prevent the abduction of ... children for any 
purpose or in any form". International humanitarian law does not contain an explicit 
prohibition of the practice of forced disappearances. In cases of the disappearance and death 
of IDPs, resulting from any kind of natural or man-made disasters, hostilities or 
disturbances, there is no specific human rights norm requiring states to search for the 
missing persons. Again in cases of non-international armed conflict, no provisions are 
contained in humanitarian law for the search of missing persons. In cases of international 
armed conflict, provisions are contained for the dead (Fourth Geneva Convention) and the 
search for missing persons (Section III of Part II of Protocol I).
The use of land-mines and similar devices - which are a major security obstacles for 
the free movement - poses a special danger to IDPs while they are on the run in unfamiliar 
terrain, relocating to camps, returning to places of their origin, or moving to safe areas. The 
Land Mines Protocol, (amiexed to the Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the 
Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious 
or to Have Indiscriminate Effects), does not contain regulations on the production, 
stockpiling, transfer, or export of land-mines. The General Assembly resolution 49/75 
adopted at its forty-ninth session entitled "Moratorium on the export of anti-personnel land­
mines" urges all States to declare a moratorium at the earliest date."“
The personal liberty of IDPs is often at risk during their flight, relocation in camps, 
and return to their areas of origin. They are frequently subject to arbitrary arrest and
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detention. Relocation frequently implies no freedom to leave the camp or the place they are 
collected where they are subjected to alleged misconduct. In many cases, IDPs are 
considered to be part of the political opposition or insurgent forces'” and they frequently 
compose the etlmic minority. Under article 9 of the Universal Declaration and article 9(1) 
of the Convention on Civil and Political Rights, the right of everyone to be free from 
arbitrary amest or detention is recognized.”' By infemng from the international human 
rights law. the only grounds for the restrictions of the liberty of IDPs can be their own 
security or imperative public necessities in exceptional cases.” ’ By analogy from UNHCR 
guidelines, "... detention may be resorted to only on grounds to verify identity or to protect 
national security or public order."”“' Article 5 of Protocol II, which is entitled "Persons 
whose liberty has been restricted", provides minimum guarantees for the treatment of 
persons "depri^'ed of their liberty for reasons of related to armed conflict, whether they are 
interned or detained". But there are no standards concerning when persons may be detained, 
interned or deprived of liberty.”  ^ The Fourth Geneva Convention, which regulates 
international armed conflicts, provides that internment of protected persons”" may take 
place only if the security of the detaining power absolutely requires such a step.”’
IDPs, in situations of internal tensions and disturbances and particularly during 
armed conflicts, are frequently at risk of being taken hostage by either state agents or 
various private actors and being used as human "shields" to protect troops or other military 
objects against attacks.”" Related to this there is an International Convention against the 
Taking of Hostages”'' which is applicable only to international cases. And there is no 
human rights instrument explicitly prohibiting the use of persons as “human shields". But
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such acts constitute cruel and inhuman or degrading treatment and an offense to the right to 
life.’·“ Common article 3 and article 4(2) (c) of Protocol II explicitly prohibit acts of 
hostage-taking. But again it includes no explicit provision prohibiting the use of persons as 
"human shields". Article 34 of the Fourth Geneva Convention explicitly prohibits hostage­
taking during inter-state armed conflicts. Article 75(2)(c) of Protocol I protects IDPs 
against hostage-taking. Both instruments, require states to “prosecute or extradite” the 
offenders. They both also prohibit the usage of persons as “human shields".'·'
IDPs, including children, are frequently forcibly recruited into the country's armed 
forces or into those of dissident forces and are required to take part in hostilities.'“ 
Conscription practices which constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment are 
prohibited in all circumstances by applicable rules of human rights law and humanitarian 
la\\ . Regarding children, conscription of those under 15 is prohibited and states parties are 
required to take "all feasible measures that persons who have not attained the age of 15 
years do not take a direct part in hostilities” .'·’ A similar provision is contained in article 51 
of the Fourth Geneva Convention.”'*
IDPs are persons whose right to choose their own residence has been violated as a 
result of the conditions prevailing in the country. But in addition to these IDPs frequently 
face the violation of the right to move freely within their own country. They need protection 
against forcible relocation and mass transfers and forced return to places with conditions 
dangerous to their safety and health. Also their right to leave their country and to seek 
asylum elsew-here should be respected.”" Freedom of residence and movement is expressly 
recognized as a basic human right in article 13(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human
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Rights and similarly guaranteed in article 12(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights.'·^ Similar guarantees are contained in regional instruments; article VIII of 
the American Declaration, article 22 of the American Convention, article 2(1) of the Fourth 
Protocol to the European Convention and article 12(1) of the African Charter. Other than 
the provision of ILO Convention No. 169, art. 16(1), - which guarantees th a t"... the peoples 
concerned shall not be removed from the lands they occupy," unless "... relocation of these 
peoples is considered necessary as an exceptional measure" and happens "... with their free 
and informed consent" - , there is no explicit human rights norm which protects people 
against individual or mass internal transfers. This protection, under existing law, against 
individual or mass internal transfers is to be infeired from the right to freedom of residence 
and movement. However, there are derogation clauses during situations of tensions and 
disturbances, or during disasters. Article 17 of Protocol II, entitled "Prohibition of Forced 
Movement of Civilians” prohibits the warring parties from compelling civilians to "... leave 
their own territory for reasons related to conflict" and from ordering "... the displacement of 
the civilian population ... for reasons related to the conflict unless the security of the 
civilians involved or imperative military reasons so demand". Similarly the Fourth Geneva 
Convention prohibits the "individual or mass forcible transfer, as well as deportations of 
protected persons from occupied territory" unless "the security of the population or 
imperative military reasons so demand". Also it prohibits the occupying power from 
deporting or transferring parts of its own population to territory it occupies.
-As proclaimed in various human rights treaties, an IDP, faced with persecution due 
to religion, race or etlinic origin or political opinion, has the right to leave his or her country
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and seek asylum elsewhere. However humanitarian law does not include any provision 
dealing with the right to leave one's country and the right to seek asylum elsewhere. Other 
than in the United Nations Security Council and Sub-Commission on Prevention of 
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities resolutions, there is no general rule that affirms 
the right of IDPs to return to their areas of origin.'"’ Again, no human rights instrument 
expressly provides IDPs with legal protection against being forcibly returned to places with 
unsafe conditions.'’" Related provisions all provide the right to return to one's country of 
origin and the legal protection against forcible return to another country.'’" In international 
humanitarian law again there is no provision regarding the rights of IDPs to return to their 
area of origin or to seek asylum abroad. The most relevant to the return of IDPs is article 49 
of the Fourth Geneva Convention which provides that persons evacuated during an 
occupation "shall be transferred back to their homes as soon as hostilities in the area in 
question have ceased".'·"'
IDPs frequently lack personal identification and documentation as a result of 
internal displacement. Also displacement makes the registration of events such as births and 
deaths very difficult. In addition, camp and relocation sites registration (that is, labeling as 
IDP) is required for purposes of documentation and family reunification. It often results in 
discrimination and IDPs lack the legal protections and privileges extended to those holding 
personal identification documents."" The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in article 
6, sets forth the fundamental right to a legal personality, namely, the right to recognition as 
a person before the law "... without distinction of any kind, such as ... property ... or other 
status ...". The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, article 16, similarly
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recognizes the right to a legal personality and the right to "recognition as a person before 
the law". Again various instruments recognize the obligations of states to register children 
immediately after birth and to protect their right to a name (e.g. art. 24 (2) of the Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights; art. 7 (1) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child). 
Regionally, article XVII of the American Declaration acknowledges every individual's right 
"... to be recognized everywhere as a person having rights and obligations, and to enjoy the 
basic civil rights" and guarantees the non-derogable right of every person to recognition as 
a person before the law. And the American Convention, article 18, provides every person 
the "right to a name". Article 5 of the African Charter provides that every person shall have 
the right "to the recognition of his legal status".'^" Concerning the refugee law, article 12(2) 
of the Refugee Convention states that rights "previously acquired by a refugee and 
dependent on personal status" shall be respected by contracting states. It also requires the 
provision of administrative services to refugees.'·^’ In times of national emergency, the 
fundamental importance of protecting the right to juridical personality is affirmed by article 
4 (2) of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and also by the American 
Convention which declares the right as non-derogable. But a right to appropriate 
documentation for IDPs in situations of non-international armed conflict is not expressly 
recognized in international humanitarian law.’’'’ The right to a legal personality and to 
documentation establishing legal rights in situations of international armed conflict is 
directly addressed in the Fourth Geneva Convention and Protocol I (especially for the 
identification and registration of children, article 50 and article 78 respectively).
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Because of the very nature of displacement, IDPs lose much of their property. Their 
homes are destroyed especially in situations of armed conflict, or confiscated or forcibly 
occupied by military or para-military forces. Their land and livestock are devastated. They 
may find their homes occupied by other people when they return back to their homes. 
Article 17 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights recognizes eveiy'one's right to 
own property and prohibits arbitrary deprivation of such property. At the regional level 
also, the human rights instruments contain articles related to the right to own property. 
However, in human rights instruments the individual's right to own, possess and/or use 
private property is not absolute. It may be subject to certain interests of society as provided 
by law and/or to such limitations as "the just requirements of morality, public order and the 
general welfare in a democratic society".'’^  Article 14 of Protocol II, prohibits “ ... the 
attack, destruction, removal or rendering useless of those objects which are considered 
indispensable to the survival of the civilian population” . '’* Under the Declaration on the 
Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and Armed Conflict, “ ... [a]ll forms of 
repression and inliuman treatment of women and children, including ... destruction of 
dwellings and forcible eviction, committed by belligerents in the course of military 
operations or in occupied territories shall be considered criminal".'·^’ During inter-state 
armed conflicts, the customary laws of war, embodied in the Hague Regulations Respecting 
the Laws and Customs of War on Land of 1907, as well as the Fourth Geneva Convention 
and Protocol I, extend certain protections to property enjoyed by persons.'·^*
Frequently IDPs leave their places of residence with no knowledge of the 
whereabouts of their relatives and other community members. Families are also separated
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during displacement which affects especially children. There are general norms in 
international human rights instruments which recognize the family as the fundamental unit 
of society and provide protection to it. The General Assembly, in its resolution 187 dated 
15 December 1980'·’’, has called on states to preserve, as much as possible, the cultural and 
family identity of refugee and displaced children. The World Declaration on the Survival, 
Protection and Development of Children has reinforced that the "... family, as a 
fundamental group and natural environment for the groMh of and well-being of children, 
should be given all necessary protection and assistance".'^’ UNHCR Executive Committee 
also, in its various conclusions'“" reiterated the importance of principles of family unity and 
family reunification and the UNHCR Policy on Refugee Children gives special attention to 
the needs of children during evacuation to ensure adequate registration and documentation 
in order to enliance the possibility of reuniting such children with their families and to the 
needs of unaccompanied children or those separated from their families. Humanitarian law 
applicable during situations of non-international armed conflict requires all appropriate 
steps to be taken to facilitate the reunion of families temporarily separated.Humanitarian 
law applicable during situations of inter-State armed conflict provides articles specifically 
deals with the issue of the protection of the family: article 24 of the Fourth Geneva 
Convention provides for the protection and identification of children under 15 orphaned or 
separated from their families as a result of hostilities; article 25 deals with the 
communication of family members separated into different countries; article 26 requires 
parties to the conflict to facilitate the inquiries made by members of families dispersed as a
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result of conflict; and, article 74 of Protocol I "encourages in particular the work of the
humanitarian organizations engaged in this task
If the IDPs belong to minority groups which speak only their own language, they
face further problems.'''·^ Language as a medium of expression is integrally included in the
right to freedom of expression recognized in many human rights instruments.''*'’ It is also
integral to exercise of the right to participate freely in the cultural life of the community.
The steps required to achieve full realization of this right includes "those necessary for the
conservation, the development and the diffusion of... culture".''*  ^Article 27 of the Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights provides an explicit guarantee which states that:
[I]n those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities 
exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the 
right, in community with the other members of their group, to ... use 
their own language.
Similar guarantees for children of minorities and of indigenous origin are included in the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. The Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging 
to National or Etlinic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities''*^ proclaims that States must “ ... 
protect the existence and the national or etlniic, cultural, religious and linguistic identity of 
minorities within their respective territories and shall encourage conditions for the 
promotion of that identity” . The Paris Minimum Standards includes the right of persons to 
use "their own language" as a basic right in article 10(1) relating to the rights of minorities 
and these rights are regarded as non-derogable under any circumstance. In international 
humanitarian law, it is prohibited to make distinction on the ground of language.'147
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Similarly, because displacement disrupts individual or community life, IDPs often 
encounter obstacles to practicing their own religion or beliefs individually and as a 
community. And, in many cases they face discrimination due to their religion or other 
beliefs. International human rights law protects the right to have a religion or belief and to 
practice it either individually or as a community.'“’* In refugee law also, the practice of 
religious and ritual activities has been recognized as important to community mental health 
as well as child development.'“"’ Similar guarantees and prohibition of discrimination based 
on religion or belief are found in humanitarian law applicable during internal and 
international armed conflicts (article 4 of Protocol II; article 24 of Protocol II).
IDPs. often forced to abandon all their economic activities, lose their means of 
earning their living. They become dependent on international humanitarian aid for their 
survival. Thus, IDPs are in need of opportunities to rebuild their self-reliance which include 
opportunities for employment and for other economic activity, possibilities for cultivating 
land, opportunities for education, access to support networks by having opportunities to 
participate in goverimiental and public affairs.'^” These rights have been recognized within 
the general framework of international human rights law and humanitarian law,'^' although 
in a much more restricted manner. But the important thing is the consideration of the 
particular need of IDPs resulting from their being displaced.
During their transit or life in temporary camps, IDPs are deprived of, and/or denied 
safe access to subsistence needs: food, clean water, clothing and housing and health-care. 
IDPs need safe access to the essentials which are indispensable to their survival and to a 
minimum standard of living which means that the right to seek and receive humanitarian
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assistance is critical to meet their subsistence needs. In human rights and humanitarian laws 
all these rights have been guaranteed. But, as it is explained before it is the lack of 
protection of the basic rights of IDPs which makes them a concern of international 
community. However, it is not clear whether IDPs have a right under international law to 
request and receive protection and assistance from the international community and/or 
international humanitarian and relief organizations, or whether there is a right to obtain 
access to persons in need of protection and assistance.
2.4. International Protection and Assistance
Under article 1 (3) of the United Nations Charter, States members have a duty to 
cooperate "... in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or 
humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for 
fundamental freedoms for all...". The same duty of states to cooperate has been stated in 
articles 55 and 56 of the Charter.'^' In fact, the duty of government to provide assistance to 
the \’ictims of natural or man-made disasters and similar emergencies that occur within their 
countries implies a corollary obligation of states to request or to receive international aid 
when offered and n e e d e d . I n  addition, if any state withholds such assistance from IDPs 
who need this for their survival, it is violating any of the principal universal or regional 
human rights instruments to which it is a party that guarantees the right to life. The 
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has emphasized that"... in accordance
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with Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter of the United Nations, with well-established
principles of international Law, and with the provisions of the Covenant itself, international
cooperation for ... the realization of economic, social and cultural rights is an obligation of
all s t a tes" .Var ious  General Assembly resolutions have reaffirmed the primary
responsibility of states to assist the victims of natural disasters and similar emergencies that
occur within their territory. In its resolutions 43/131 and 45/100, the General Assembly
declared that the abandonment of the victims of such situations without humanitarian
assistance " ... constitutes a threat to human life and offense to human dignity".’^  ^However,
it is clear that the right of external actors to provide such assistance to victims in other
states depends on the consent of the state and/or the controlling authorities concerned. The
Guiding Principles in the annex to the General Assembly resolution 46/182, while declaring
the importance of humanitarian assistance, states that
... [t]he sovereignty, territorial integrity and national unity of States 
must be fully respected in accordance with the Charter of the United 
Nations. In this context, humanitarian assistance should be provided 
with the consent of the affected country and in principle on the basis of 
an appeal by the affected country.
The ICRC is empowered by the Statutes of the International Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement during situations of tensions and disturbances with a right of initiative 
to offer its services to assist the victims of such situations.Plowever, the ICRC also 
should take the consent of the govermnent and/or the local authorities concerned and 
conclude an agreement showing this consent .During situations of internal armed conflict, 
there is no express legal obligation of the parties to the conflict to accept the offer of
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international agents such as ICRC to assist the victims of these conflicts. During situations
of international armed conflicts, there are express provisions of humanitarian law which
obligate states party to the conflict to allow the free passage of relief supplies.'^* The Fourth
Geneva Convention, article 55, obligates states to provide the civilian population with the
basic needs. But again to undertake protection and assistance to civilians, including IDPs, is
dependent upon the consent of the parties in the conflict.'^’ Regarding this issue, - whether
states have an obligation to allow the activities of international humanitarian organizations
in their territory and whether the international community has a right and duty to provide
humanitarian protection and assistance without the consent of parties in question -, the
United Nations Security Council key decisions in recent years relating to humanitarian
assistance and protection - based on its authority under Article 39'*“ of Chapter II of the
United Nations Charter - are of great importance referring to the situations of IDPs. In its
resolution 688, the Security Council stated, for the first time, that it
... 3. Insists that Iraq allow immediate access by international 
humanitarian organizations to all those in need of assistance in all 
parts of Iraq and to make available all necessary facilities for their 
operations.'*'
Similarly in its resolution 853 (1993), the Security Council
Expressing once again its grave concern at the displacement of large 
numbers of civilians in Azerbaijan and at serious humanitarian 
emergency in the region.
Reaffirming the sovereignty and teiTitorial integrity of Azerbaijan 
and all other States in the region,
11. Calls once again for unimpeded access for international 
humanitarian relief efforts in the region, in particular in all areas 
affected by the conflict, in order to alleviate the increased suffering 
of the civilian population, and reaffirms that all parties are bound to
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comply with the principles and rules of international humanitarian 
law.’“
In resolution 929 (1994) the Security Council,
... Detennining that the magnitude of the humanitarian crisis in 
Rwanda constitutes a threat to peace and security in the region,...
2. Welcomes ... the offer by Member States to cooperate with the 
Secretary-General in order to achieve the objectives of the United 
Nations in Rwanda through the establishment of a temporary operation 
... aimed at contributing, in an impartial way, to the security and 
protection of displaced persons, refugees and civilians at risk in 
Rwanda...
A conclusion to be drawn from these recent actions of the Security Council is that in cases 
of \'ery serious humanitarian crisis which contributes to a threat to international peace and 
security,'“ the Security Council can, on the basis of Chapter VII of the Charter, authorize 
states to use "all necessary means", including armed force to give international 
humanitarian organizations access to persons in need, including IDPs.
Another issue, the safety of international relief workers, appears on the condition 
that they have been permitted access to those in need. The Convention on the Safety of 
United Nations and Associated Personnel"’^ provides that "Persons deployed by a 
humanitarian non-governmental organization or agency under an agreement with the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations or with a specialized agency ... to carry out 
activities in support of the fulfillment of the mandate of a United Nations operation" are 
included as "Associated persons" and enjoy the protections, privileges and immunities 
extended under the Convention. Also there are provisions in international humanitarian law 
for the protection of relief workers.
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It can be concluded from the evaluation of the existing international standards, the 
protection and assistance needs of IDPs and the responses given to these needs by the 
international law that there are two areas of insufficient protection for IDPs: one results 
from the fact that although the existence of general norms, there are some areas where no 
specific right relevant for the protection of IDPs that would ensure the implementation of 
the general norm has been articulated. These areas regard: 1 .discrimination, 2.the protection 
of life, 3.gender-specific violence, 4.detention, 5.shielding, 6.forcible recruitment,
7.subsistence needs, 8.medical care, 9.free movement, lO.family related needs, 11.the use 
of one's own language, 12.religion, 13.employment opportunities, 14.protections for 
internally displaced women and children, 15.education, 16.associations, and, 17.the need 
for access to international assistance.'*'^ Secondly there are some areas where “clear gaps” 
exist in the legal protection of the needs of IDPs which regard: 1 .disappearances. 2.the 
missing and dead, 3.the use of land-mines and like devices, 4.detention, 5.needs for 
personal identification, documentation and registration, 6.property-related needs, 7.forcible 
relocation and return of IDPs to places of danger, and, 8.relief workers and organizations.'*’
2.5. A Code of Conduct (Guiding Principles)
Existing international law standards relevant to IDPs consists of a highly complex 
web of norms originating from a variety of legal sources w'hich make their application in 
specific situations of internal displacement difficult.'** In addition to this, there are “gray 
areas” and gaps in the existing international law which make it further difficult to provide 
legal protection to IDPs. A clear formulation of existing legal principles applicable to IDPs
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and of clear rules tailored for the special and particular needs of IDPs by inferring from 
general norms and filling gaps in the form of an international declaration is to be the first 
step for international community to respond to one of the most challenging global problem 
of our time. Such an instrument, as argued by the Representative of the Secretary-General 
on IDPs, would sharpen international awareness of the problems faced by IDPs and 
facilitate the implementation of the relevant standards of international law'*  ^as well as the 
practical purpose of giving human rights and humanitarian agencies a document to point to 
when dealing with governments and insurgent forces to gain access to IDPs and while 
doing their work. However, since the main issue behind the violations of human rights 
standards is one of implementation, the most important function of such an instrument 
would b,' to focus international attention and thereby raise the level of public awareness of 
the problem and the need for solutions.'™
Such a Code of Conduct dealing with the protection and assistance concerns of IDPs
would include the most relevant rules and provisions responding to the needs of IDPs. A
Code of Conduct for IDPs should contain provisions related to:
1. A definition of internally displaced person taking into account the human
rights violations, displacement, and lack of protection; should be adopted as
Persons or group of persons who have been forced to flee or leave , 
their homes or areas of habitual residence as a result of armed conflict, 
internal strife, systematic violations of human rights or natural or man­
made disasters involving one or more of these elements and who have 
not crossed an internationally recognized state border.
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Such a definition would be broad enough to include all those in need of protection and 
assistance, and precise enough to determine that those faced human rights abuses and lack 
protection would be covered by the definition. This definition should be followed by a 
reaffirmation of the special and particular needs of IDPs, and the statement of the fact that 
the need for protection and assistance ends when their basic security and survival are 
assured.
2. The systematic information-gathering about IDPs on a world-wide scale. Such 
information would include their numbers, the causes and manifestations of the problem of 
internal displacement, IDPs’ access to basic services, their protection concerns, the capacity 
and willingness of their governments to address the problems of IDPs, and the response of 
the international community.
3. The reaffirmation of the fact that states have the supreme duty to prevent wars, 
acts of violence and genocide, violations of basic human rights which cause internal 
displacement.
4. The prohibition of illegal expulsions and forced evictions as a way of “ethnic 
cleansing“ and condemnation of it, and prohibition of forcible individual or mass internal 
transfers.
5. Equality and non-discrimination. It should be explicitly stated that the term "other 
status" in non-discrimination clauses includes the status of IDPs and that all fundamental 
guarantees of human rights and humanitarian law afford full protection for IDPs.''^ 
Moreover, they should be provided with the right not to be identified as "internally 
displaced person" if that would result in discrimination against them.
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6. The prohibition of attacks on camps and settlements of IDPs by insurgent forces 
and acts of violence committed by their own governments.’”
7. Disappearances of IDPs in any situation, including armed conflict committed by 
any of the parties to an armed conflict should be prohibited.’”
8. Missing and dead IDPs: an explicit provision, in all circumstances, for the search 
and gathering of information concerning any missing IDPs, and for the search and 
respectful treatment of those who have been killed.’”
9. The prohibition of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment of IDPs especially in
camps.
10. The protection from gender-specific violence of IDPs and prohibition of the use 
of it as a w'eapon of war.
11. The preconditions of lawful detention of IDPs in closed camps should be clearly
stated.
12. The prohibition of using IDPs as “human shields".
13. The prohibition of forcible recruitment of IDPs, including both children and 
adults by parties to any kind of armed conflict.
14. The prohibition of forced labor of IDPs, especially children and women.
15. The use of land-mines and like devices: a clear prohibition should be established 
of deploying and using such weapons.’”
16. The right to food, clear water, clothing and housing which are vital to the 
survival of IDPs. All IDPs, whether during their displacement, transit, or when resettled in 
camps, should be entitled to the enjoyment of these basic rights. The enjoyment of these
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basic rights are essential to ensuring a minimum standard of living and the use of starvation 
as a method of warfare and as a form of political coercion should be prohibited.
17. The right to medical care, especially the special needs of women in the areas of 
reproductive and psychological health care as well as of disabled persons in camps for IDPs 
should be addressed.'”
18. The freedom of movement within the country or in and out of the camp or other 
shelter, and the right to choose one's own residence and the right to seek asylum should be 
stated specifically for IDPs.'”
19. The prohibition of forcible return to areas of serious danger: an explicit 
protection of IDPs from being forcibly returned to conditions of danger and insecurity or 
the areas lacking the basic infrastructure necessary to resume a normal life and provision of 
the needs of IDPs to return in safety to their homes once such return becomes possible.'”
20. The need for personal identification, documentation and registration: the specific 
duties of states or non-governmental actors in the context of displacement should be 
articulated.'“
21. Property-related rights: the right to restitution of property lost as a consequence 
of displacement or compensation for its loss, especially in situations of internal and 
international armed conflicts is to be recognized to IDPs.
22. The reunification of separated families, and the related mechanisms for the 
realization of this right is to be included in a future international instrument responding to 
the particular needs of IDPs.
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23. The use of one's own language: protection with respect to the needs of IDPs who 
are in areas where a different language is dominant which cannot be understood by IDPs 
and the need to be understood by those providing them protective and relief services is to be 
articulated.
24. The right to religion or other beliefs: the specific religion-related needs of IDPs 
are to be responded by a future international instrument given the essential role of religion 
in defining the personal and cultural identity."*'
25. The right to opportunity for employment and other economic activities, 
especially the special needs of internally displaced women and of IDPs in general to seek 
equal opportunity for employment and other economic activities should be addressed."*'
26. Education: the specific educational needs of IDPs are to be addressed, whereby 
e\ ery internally displaced child should be guaranteed the right to education regardless of 
the family situation; and the possibility of education and training for adults where necessary 
and appropriate should be provided in any situation of displacement."*·*
27. The freedom of association: IDPs should be guaranteed the right to association 
and the extent of this right in situations of armed conflict should be clarified."*'
28. The right to participation in governmental and public affairs: the fact that IDPs 
do not lose their right to political participation because they had to leave their homes, and 
the means for participation, including access to voter registration process must be stressed 
and their right must be safeguarded.'^^
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29. The need for access to international assistance: the duty of states and/or local 
authorities to accept offers of assistance by humanitarian organizations in case of need and 
to grant and facilitate the free passage of relief should be explicitly recognized.'^*'
30. In cases where IDPs are intermingled with refugees, returnees and local 
residents equally in need, projects should be designed to benefit all communities.'*’
31. The needs of relief workers and organizations: access of relief workers to 
victims of internal displacement in all recognized situations should be guaranteed and 
adequate protections should be extended to the transports and relief supplies of relief 
workers and their organizations engaged in humanitarian relief activities should be 
extended by a future international instrument.'**
32. The importance of addressing the root causes of displacement which necessitates 
dealing with all aspects of internal displacement: the humanitarian, human rights, political 
and security dimensions of the situations of internal displacement.
33. The need to strengthen the capabilities of governments to deal with the problem 
of internal displacement: for finding solutions, assistance to efforts at natioanl 
reconciliation and development.
34. Introducing development-oriented approaches to situations of internal 
displacement.
35. Increasing the involvement of human rights bodies in field operations (as called 
by UNHCR) and the restatement of the fact that humanitarian action is not onh· about the 
delivery of relief but also about ensuring the basic human rights and security of victims.
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36. The development of collaborative arrangements among agencies whose 
mandates and activities relate to IDPs.
37. The need to develop a more comprehensive working relationships with NGOs 
which often play an active role on the ground.
38. The Code of Conduct's being non-derogable in all circumstances.
39. The Code of Conduct’s being binding both on governments and on insurgent
forces.
The ICRC's point of view regarding a "Code of Conduct" for IDPs is that it would 
create a new category of people and result in the disparity of treatment of the civilian 
population equally in need. This concern with discrimination in the treatment of civilian 
population equally in need is shared by UNICEF. But, there is already disparity in the 
treatment of persons equally in need as between refugees and IDPs; which can produce 
negative consequences, such as prolonging the suffering of IDPs; engendering conflict with 
those benefiting from more international attention; and, aggravating efforts at national 
reconciliation and development. For example in Burundi, international agencies was 
criticized because of the differences in the treatment of returnees and IDPs. And it was 
politically difficult to deny aid to IDPs, while providing aid to Rwandan Hutu refugees in 
Burundi. Another concern of ICRC is that creating new rules for specific categories of 
people would result in the fragmentation of basic rules of international law, a concern 
shared also by the General Assembly expressed in its resolution 4 1 / 1 2 0 . Flowever, an 
international instrument for IDPs would strengthen the existing standards rather than
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undermine them and would "give rise to identifiable and practicable rights and 
obligations."'’”
The idea of a "Code of Conduct" guiding the international protection and assistance 
of IDPs is not unusual; we have many similar international instruments for the protection of 
disadvantaged groups: refugees, minorities, indigenous populations, the disabled, women, 
and children. A "Code of Conduct" guiding the international response to the needs of IDPs, 
rather than undercutting the existing protections in the international law, would reinforce 
them and expand coverage to a group of persons insufficiently protected and assisted at
present. 191
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Chapter Three
3. The Institutional Mechanisms
As explained earlier, the 1990s present major changes in the general pattern of 
human displacement. Major humanitarian crises of the 1990s have been triggered by 
internal conflicts and in such conflicts large-scale displacements have been used “as a 
political strategy in claiming control over territory.” ' Since no one international 
organization has clear mandate on behalf of IDPs, the most effective way of providing 
assistance and protection to IDPs, as argued by the Representative of the Secretary- 
General on IDPs, is using the existing capacities. “Interagency cooperation is the key to a 
more effective response to the problems of displacement” ;“ there is need for coordination of 
the activities of human rights networks, development agencies, peacekeeping and conflict 
resolution mechanisms and the relief organizations. With the experiences, especially in the 
post-Cold War era, it is clear that combating the causes of human displacement “ ... cannot 
proceed solely within the mandate of humanitarian organizations.” ’ The case of the former 
Yugoslavia has further highlighted the shortcomings of purely humanitarian relief 
interventions in circumstances where population displacement is a primary goal, rather 
than simply a result of conflict.“' It is clear that for a more integrated and coordinated 
humanitarian strategy a long-term approach should be developed. In recent years, the 
approach to the problem of human displacement has changed; there is an increasing 
international concern to deal with the root causes of the problem of human displacement. 
For such an approach to be implemented, concerted international action to protect human
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rights, to maintain peace and security, to promote sustainable development, and to manage 
migratory movements is needed. Emphasizing the underlying causes means early warning 
mechanisms, preventive diplomacy, ensuring respect for human rights. In order to explore 
and develop a more coherent approach to increasing assistance and protection needs of 
IDPs, international efforts are being undertaken in recent years.
In this chapter, the existing capacities of and the role played by the international 
agencies are considered. The recent institutional arrangements in order to meet the 
assistance and protection needs of IDPs are reviewed to evaluate the extent to which 
assistance and protection needs of IDPs can be addressed.
3.1. Role Played by the International Agencies on Behalf of IDPs
3.1.1. United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
Although its mandate does not include IDPs, under the Statute of the Office^ 
UNHCR has become increasingly involved in undertaking humanitarian assistance and 
protection activities for the IDPs. Provided that certain specific conditions are met, various 
General Assembly resolutions gave UNHCR a selective and limited mandate. UNHCR 
acti\’ities on behalf of IDPs started in 1972 in the Sudan,*' and another resolution of the 
General Assembly’ requested the High Commissioner "... to continue to participate, at the 
invitation of the Secretary-General, in those humanitarian activities of the United Nations 
which his Office has a particular experience and expertise". This provided the legal basis 
for numerous special operations undertaken by UNHCR.* With its resolution 48/116’ which
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includes the criteria for and conditions attached to UNHCR activities on behalf of IDPs the 
General Assembly;
Encourage[d] the High Commissioner, on the basis of her broad 
humanitarian experience and expertise, to continue to explore and to 
undertake protection and assistance activities aimed at preventing 
conditions that give rise to refugee outflows, bearing in mind 
fundamental protection principles, in close coordination with the 
Governments concerned, and within an inter-agency, 
intergovermiiental and non-governmental framework, as appropriate;
Reaffirme[d] its support for the High Commissioner's efforts, on the 
basis of specific requests from the Secretary-General or the competent 
principal organs of the United Nations and with the consent of the 
concerned State, and taking into account the complementarities of the 
mandates and expertise of other relevant organizations, to provide 
humanitarian assistance and protection to persons displaced within 
their own country in situations calling for the Office's particular 
expertise, especially where such efforts could contribute to the 
prevention or solution of refugee problems.
The use of the term "particular expertise" corresponds with UNHCR's operational definition 
of IDPs who are of potential concern to the Office; that is persons fleeing persecution, 
armed conflict or civil strife.'“
Further, the Executive Committee in its “Conclusion on IDPs” " has called due 
regard to be paid to the availability of sufficient resources and also reiterated that 
"UNHCR's activities in the field of prevention must be complementary to its international 
protection responsibilities and consistent with the principles of international human rights 
and humanitarian law and that the institution of asylum must not in any way be
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undermined."'^ In accordance with these, there are certain preconditions essential for its 
involvement. These are:
(a) UNHCR's involvement must not in any way detract from the 
possibility to seek and to obtain asylum;
(b) UNHCR must have full and unliindered access to the affected 
population;
(c) adequate provision must be made for the security of staff of 
UNHCR and its operating partners and for acceptable operating 
conditions; and
(d) UNHCR's involvement should have the consent of all concerned 
parties and enjoy the support of the international community."'
Frequently returnees, refugees and IDPs are present together in the same region, and 
a growing number of UNHCR operations have encompassed all three categories together 
with local residents. But, given the magnitude of the problem of humanitarian 
displacement, UNHCR determined its internal criteria in its “Note on International 
Protection of IDPs"'·* by deciding in which situations it will undertake activities on behalf 
of IDPs. Such situations include those where:
(a) IDPs are present in or returning to the same areas as repatriating 
refugees, or areas to which refugees are expected to return; 
lb) refugees and displaced in similar circumstances are present and in 
need of humanitarian and/or protection in the same area of a country of 
asylum;
(c) the reasons are same for both internal displacement and refugee 
flows and there are operational advantages in addressing the problems 
within the same operation;
(d) when there is a potential for cross-border movement and the 
provision of humanitarian assistance and protection to IDPs may 
remove the impediment to leave their own country.'^
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In other situations when there is no link to UNHCR's prevention and solution of 
refugee problems, UNHCR may also contribute to the UN efforts (e.g. in cases of 
emergencies if UNHCR has already an established presence in the region, particular 
expertise, or there is the need to respond immediately to a life-tlireatening emergency.)'^
UNHCR's activities are consistent with its basic mandate for protection and 
solutions. Its involvement with IDPs is comprehensive, including both protection and 
assistance. The provision of humanitarian assistance is a major component of UNHCR 
programmes for IDPs which also include protection activities aimed at ensuring their safety 
and respect for the human rights of the persons concerned.'’ As UNHCR has become 
increasingly involved in situations of internal displacement, its role, particularly in the area 
of protection has expanded. This includes
■ monitoring the treatment of members of threatened groups,
■ reporting violations of fundamental rights, and intervening with the relevant 
authorities to request protective action,
■ investigation and prosecution of specific cases of abuse; assistance and de 
facto protection to IDPs in temporary relief centers;
■ promoting tracing and family reunion of unaccompanied children; and
■ assisting governments or concerned authorities to provide personal 
documentation.
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In situations of armed conflict and massive violations of human rights, UNHCR activities, 
in cooperation with the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), have expanded 
to include
■ assisting the safe passage of civilians through front lines,
■ relocating and evacuating civilians from conflict areas,
■ assisting besieged populations who are unable or unwilling to move from their 
homes,
■ intervening with local authorities to prevent the involuntary return of IDPs to 
areas of danger,
■ facilitating genuine freedom of movement including the possibility for persons 
in danger to seek asylum; and,
■ promoting the right of IDPs to return voluntarily to their homes.
UNHCR has participated in mediation and reconciliation efforts between returning 
displaced persons and local residents. The Office has also participated in negotiating, been 
a party to, and/or taking part in ensuring compliance with repatriation agreements involving 
IDPs as well as refugees,'^ in cases where the return of refugees and IDPs are closely linked 
with monitoring the human rights situation as well as relief, rehabilitation and development 
assistance. As in El Salvador, Cambodia, Bosnia-Herzegovina UNHCR has worked closely 
with human rights monitoring teams set up by the United Nations or by regional bodies, as 
well as with development organizations and peacekeeping forces.'“^
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The shortage of resources, the lack of a legal framework, the difficulty of protecting 
persons in a situation of armed conflict, the high risk to staff and the conflict which arises 
between protecting people in their countries of origin and simultaneously defending their 
right to leave country and seek asylum from persecution"® are the main problems for 
UNHCR currently concerning the protection and assistance activities for IDPs. 
Nevertheless, by recognizing that the problems of IDPs and of refugees are manifestations 
of the same phenomenon of coerced displacement,"' UNHCR has increasingly considered 
activities on behalf of IDPs to be indispensable for an overall strategy of prevention and 
solutions.■■ In Sri Lanka, Tajikistan, Azerbaijan, Georgia, the countries of the former 
Yugoslavia, the Horn and Central Africa, Liberia, Mozambique, Central America UNHCR 
involved on behalf of IDPs in order to obviate the need for people to leave their country."^ 
As UNHCR is increasingly involved in activities on behalf of IDPs new challenges faced 
UNHCR since it is not equipped to work in countries of origin. It has become increasingly 
evident that UNHCR has to expand collaboration with others, with ICRC and human rights 
bodies to devise strategies to address protection concerns; '^' with UNDP and NGOs to 
realize development programmes. The Executive Committee Conclusion on IDPs adopted 
in October 1995, also called for closer cooperation with the Representative of the Secretary- 
General, with the Emergency Relief Coordinator, and with existing humanitarian agencies 
and NGOs in addressing the problem of internal displacement.
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3.1.2. International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
Among the institutions dealing with IDPs, ICRC has the clearest mandate to assist 
and protect victims of internal conflicts and disturbances, one of the major causes of 
internal displacement. It has been mandated under the Geneva Conventions and in 
recognition of its long-standing practical experience, founded in 1863, "to work for the 
application of international humanitarian law"·'" in accordance with Fundamental Principles 
of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement which include humanity, 
impartiality, neutrality, independence, voluntary service, unity and universality."* It has also 
the mandate for providing protection and assistance to victims of armed conflicts and 
internal strife, and direct results of these."’
The ICRC is recognized as having an international juridical personality which was 
moreover granted observer status in the United Nations General .A.ssembly"’* recognizing its 
special status. It has concluded headquarters agreements which confer immunities and 
privileges to it in many countries it operates in. Thus, ICRC, although a private non­
governmental organization given the duties and responsibilities assigned to it by 
international law, is like an intergovermnental organization."’ ICRC considers several 
factors before undertaking action; the magnitude and urgency of the humanitarian needs 
observed, the legal status of the situation and the potential benefits of intervention by a 
neutral and independent organ. As stated earlier, considering these factors ICRC also 
reserves the right to offer its services in context of lesser violence than internal armed 
violence when it is convinced that its intervention to solve the humanitarian problems
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might help ease tensions. IDPs, as victims of armed conflicts, come under the mandate of 
the ICRC. The role played by the ICRC on behalf of IDPs combines legal intervention with 
operational action; as promoter and guardian of international humanitarian law and as an 
operational agency providing protection and assistance to victims of armed conflicts and 
internal disturbances. For the ICRC protection and assistance are closely linked and 
inseparable.·’” Wliile relief and development agencies often consider that protection 
responsibilities could jeopardize their assistance role, the ICRC has been accepted by both 
governments and insurgent forces in carrying out a joint assistance and protection role.”
The main aim of the ICRC is to promote respect for the universally accepted rules 
protecting the fundamental rights of the individual, i.e. to create the conditions whereby the 
civilian population can remain in their homes in safety and dignity. Establishing dialogues 
to parties to a conflict; and alerting world community of the abuses of human rights, thus, 
prevention is a major aspect of its work.'” The acti\'ities of the ICRC in the field cover visits 
to persons deprived of their freedom; protection of the civilian population; respect for 
international humanitarian law and humanitarian principles; emergency medical assistance 
and rehabilitation; assistance to public health programmes, particularly as regards the 
supply of drinking water; emergency food aid and other assistance to cover basic needs; 
activities to restore contact among family members separated by war or disturbances and to 
facilitate their reunification. It also offers good offices role to facilitate communication 
between parties to conflict or the conclusion of humanitarian agreements.”
While the ICRC has increased its cooperation with other institutions and 
organizations, in particular UNHCR, it is generally believed that “ in an increasingly
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politicized world; where it becomes more and more difficult to draw a clear line between 
humanitarian action and political or military considerations” it is better to distance the 
ICRC to ensure respect for ICRC's independence and neutrality since only truly neutral and 
independent humanitarian action allows access to all victims. ICRC has its own rules of 
operation which should be obeyed strictly as explained above. However, given the size of 
humanitarian emergencies making collaborative work essential, in recent years, ICRC 
worked in closer consultation with UN agencies and NGOs while maintaining its 
independence. Especially when repatriations take place in situations of armed conflict, 
UNHCR and ICRC find themselves working together on behalf of refugees and displaced 
persons in the country of origin.
3.1.3, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
In recent years, it has become much more evident that without improved and 
established economic prospects in countries where internal displacements take place, 
political instability and new displacements are likely to occur. However, in most countries, 
humanitarian or emergency relief aid is thought as divorced from developmental concerns; 
there exists a development gap between short-term humanitarian assistance and long-term 
development. In fact, cooperation between UNHCR and UNDP already takes place in quick 
impact projects (QIPs)·’^  aimed at assisting a variety of displaced groups in Central 
America, Mozambique, Cambodia, the Horn of Africa, Indochina, however these are small- 
scale development projects and very limited in nature.
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Resident representatives of UNDP are charged with the "coordinating assistance for 
IDPs" in close cooperation with governments, donors and United Nations agencies in the 
field with the General Assembly resolution 44/136 of 15 December 1989.^’ However, a 
recent trend is assigning a humanitarian coordinator in cases of complex emergencies. '* As 
resident coordinators of emergency assistance, resident representatives of the UNDP report 
to the department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA). Regarding economic and social issues, 
they report to the office of the Under-Secretary-General for Policy Coordination and 
Sustainable Development. However, in the area of human rights and protection they report 
to no one. It has been suggested that they could report to the High Commissioner for 
Human Rights whose mandate includes the coordination of human rights issues tluoughout 
the United Nations system. Also during repatriation phase reconstmction and development 
are important and UNDP is the most appropriate agency to deal with this task.
The UNDP, as a development agency within the UN system has questioned its 
involvement with the issues other than development. However, the proliferation of internal 
conflicts, the existence of collapsed and reforming states, and the occurrance of famine and 
drought have generated a multiplicity of emergency situations that the UN system is called 
upon to address, and inevitably, UNDP officials in the field have been called to help.*'·* 
UNDP resident representatives, serving as the resident coordinators in most emergency 
situations, are being trained in order to become acquainted with emergency work, conflict 
resolution processes, early warning techniques and human rights and protection principles, 
under the Disaster Training Programme administered jointly by DHA and UNDP. UNDP 
officials involved with humanitarian emergencies are concerned with all persons in need
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and their primary focus is on material needs. It is generally believed by UNDP officials that 
involvement with protection issues will exceed their mandate and since they work closely 
with governments on development programmes, this will result in their expulsion.“®
However, if human rights are at the foundation of the UN system,“' and cannot be 
separated from other issues involved, closer working relationships with human rights 
bodies, international and local NGOs should be established. In fact, a cooperative 
relationship between the Representative of the Secretary-General on IDPs and the resident 
coordinators has already begun.“"
In order to bridge the gap between UNDP's long-term development role in a country 
and the function of assisting displaced persons on an emergency basis, UNDP, in 1990, 
endorsed the view that UNDP staff should engage themselves more fully in the early phases 
of an emergency and that relief and development work should be more closely linked.“® An 
example of this, combining emergency and development phases can be found in Kenya. 
The Programme for Displaced Persons was initiated and implemented by UNDP. The 
Programme aimed to monitor and support the process of mediation and reconciliation 
among parties to the ethnic violence which erupted in 1991, to undertake rehabilitation and 
sustainable development projects, to initiate reforms in land tenure, to ensure physical and 
economic security, to promote income-generating activities. This involves the govermuent, 
UN agencies, religious organizations, NGOs and the communities affected by etlmic 
clashes.““
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3.1.4. United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
UNICEF's commitment is to children and women as a category of people in need 
and it provides in the areas of health care, education, nutrition and sanitation. It has become 
involved in many situations of internal displacement tlu'ough its efforts to improve the lives 
of women and children. While its primary concern is assistance, UNICEF is a good 
example of a relief agency that has recognized the integral connection between assistance 
and protection. It has made efforts to address protection problems particularly when they 
affect the delivery of assistance"^ by negotiating with all sides in conflict situations to gain 
access to children and women in need. Especially in cases where it was impossible to gain 
access to people in need behind the govermiient and insurgent lines, as it was the case in the 
Sudan, it has secured agreement for relief corridors. It was a leading advocate of the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. Tlirough public statements it has alerted the 
international community of the abuses; especially in cases of forcible conscription and 
sexual violence. Also, it has engaged in longer-term programming which goes beyond the 
emergency phase in cases of internal displacement."*'
3.1.5. World Food Programme (WFP)
WFP provides food aid to IDPs who constitute 35 percent of 47 million persons to 
whom WFP provides assistance."’ Especially in situations of internal conflicts, WFP acts as 
the responsible agency of the UN system for supplying food assistance to the most 
\nlnerable groups; i.e. refugees, IDPs and other war-affected populations. WFP continues
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to provide its services also during repatriation and resettlement. WFP also supports 
reconciliation by providing food aid to returnees and persons resettling.''* While relief is the 
focus in almost all operations of WFP in their early stages, many of these operations are 
transformed into development projects usually in collaboration with other agencies, NGOs 
or bilateral donors.'"’ WFP cooperates closely with WHO, uses its assessments reports in 
determining the most vulnerable groups in need of aid.
3.1.6. World Health Organization (WHO)
WHO monitors the health situation and health care delivery systems in member 
states. It becomes involved in a situation of internal displacement when health services have 
been disrupted, or when a specific group of IDPs has been identified as special by the 
United Nations."“ As the specialized health agency of the UN, WHO is assigned with the 
task "to act as the directing and coordinating authority on international health work... (and) 
to furnish appropriate technical assistance in emergencies and necessary aid upon the 
request and acceptance of governments." In cases where WHO assumes its responsibility 
for providing or assisting in the provision of health services to IDPs, it takes the lead in 
coordinating the health efforts of agencies and NGOs in humanitarian assistance with the 
health authorities and professionals in countries. This coordination activity by WHO helps 
identify the gaps and avoid duplication. Also it carries out systematic assessments of needs 
and resources which are used to guide the emergency response and repatriation 
programmes. This also helps WHO move into the longer-term perspectives of health 
development, and reform; i.e. helping governments in rebuilding public health services."'
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WHO actions also include technical advice (including local capacity building), delivering 
medical supplies, and carrying out model projects and programmes. WHO aims to help 
IDPs by mobilizing emergency relief, by alerting world opinion and organizing 
international efforts to prevent deaths, disability and suffering (based on objective 
assessments of health needs which are also used by WFP in supplying food, by UNICEF in 
programmes of immunization), by early warning of problems of health and nutrition, by 
ensuring that the lives and rights of dependent and disabled people, such as those with 
mental disease, are respected.“*·
While it seems that the primary concern of WHO is for its traditional role as 
coordinator of health efforts of United Nations agencies and the NGOs, in recent years it 
recognized the close connection between the respect to human rights and health conditions 
of people; especially mental health problems due to the traumatization of the whole 
population by the violations of human rights committed in the war, or internal violence.
3.1.7. International Organization for Migration (lOM)
lOM has the mandate to provide migration assistance, and sometimes de facto 
protection to displaced persons, internally or externally, with the consent of the state 
concerned. It has concluded cooperation agreements with numerous member and observer 
states which stipulates also the provision of protection to IDPs. Its activities constitute 
protection in so far they help ensure the realization of fundamental human rights.^“'
lOM has been involved with IDPs in rapid analysis of migratory flows, the 
development of national population information systems, census taking, technical
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assistance to governments and in organizing transport for IDPs, or providing health care 
and assistance with resettlement and reintegration. Regarding these issues some guidelines 
are needed; e.g. the organization of the registration of IDPs can lead to discrimination 
against them; transporting people back to their war-torn countries or moving ethnic groups 
from one area to another raises the question of w'hether movements are voluntary and 
w'hether conditions are sufficiently safe for return. In this respect, collaborative monitoring 
with human rights bodies is to be undertaken to ensure protection during return and 
resettlement processes. '^’
3.1.8. United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR)
It has been explained that protection of the physical safety and human rights of IDPs 
has not been a central concern for many humanitarian or relief and development agencies. 
In 1994, the appointment of a High Commissioner for Human Rights“ opened the way for 
UN human rights bodies to assume the role of protection in the field. The field operations 
under the mandate of the High Commissioner for Human Rights have been established in 
Rwanda in order to contribute to the process of repatriation and return of refugees and IDPs 
through the monitoring of human rights situation in the area of origin” and they have 
cooperated closely with UNHCR and other competent international and non-govermnental
organizations. 58
As reported by the Secretary-General, the High Commissioner for Human Rights
emphasized the need for continued protection of the human rights of 
displaced persons and refugees, in cooperation with the relevant 
United Nations programmes and agencies, in particular UNHCR and 
the DHA and regional organizations and with the Representative of the 
Secretary-General on internally displaced persons.”
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In particular, the UNHCHR considers “ (a) taking steps for ensuring an international human
rights presence in countries with large...” number of IDPs, e.g., in camps and returning
sites; “(b) dispatching human rights field officers to collect information, ascertain
protection needs, monitor the situation, provide the Representative of the Secretary-General
with information and disseminate knowledge of human rights...” ,
...(c) elaborating guidelines on how to monitor and report on the 
human rights situation specifically of displaced persons and to include 
displacement-related human rights law in manuals to be prepared for 
field staff; (d) supporting the Representative in his efforts, especially 
with regard to his missions and follow-up of his recommendations; (e) 
facilitating inter-agency coordination both at headquarters and in the 
field; (f) increasing human rights training activities for staff of 
humanitarian and peace-keeping operations; (g) implementing human 
rights training activities, specifically with regard to displaced persons 
for community leaders, and members of the armed forces and police; 
and (h) providing support to the participation of non-govermnental 
organizations with expertise in human rights assistance to displaced
persons. 60
UNHCR has called repeatedly for increasing the involvement of human rights 
bodies in field operations, and for developing joint strategies for monitoring the basic 
human rights and physical safety of IDPs with them. A recent agreement between UNHCR 
and the Human Rights Field Operation in Rwanda or in Burundi defining their respective 
responsibilities with regard to protecting the physical security and integrity of returning 
refugees and IDPs and, providing for joint action in case of protection problems represents 
a model for such cooperation.'^ '^
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With a general mandate for the promotion and protection of all human rights the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights has given special importance to strengthening the 
ability of the Centre for Human Rights and the Commission on Human Rights to react 
rapidly to human rights emergencies. The High Commissioner for Human Rights is in a 
position to raise specific cases of internal displacement in his dialogues with governments. 
Also, steps have been taken by the High Commissioner for Human Rights to expand the 
flow of emergency information to the Centre for Human Rights.*"· Moreover, in 1992, in 
order to create closer linkages between UNHCR and the human rights organs and activities 
of UN system, the Centre for Human Rights and UNHCR drafted a memorandum of 
understanding so that human rights information collected by UNHCR could be forwarded 
to the Centre for Human Rights. At the end of 1992, UNHCR and the Centre for Human 
Rights established a joint working group to study mechanisms and approaches for extended 
and continuous collaboration.*'■’
3.1.9. Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA)
In recent years, as the Representative on IDPs pointed in his report on internally 
displaced persons, '^' “ it has become increasingly clear that weaknesses in responding to 
humanitarian crises often stem not so much from a lack of capacity as from inability to 
coordinate effectively the capacity that exists.” The General Assembly took an important 
first step in December 1991 by creating the Office of the Emergency Relief Coordinator, 
charged with providing a focal point between governments and governmental and non-
overnmental organizations for communication and more effective coordination of
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humanitarian assistance.Subsequently the creation of United Nations Department of 
Humanitarian Affairs (headed by Emergency Relief Coordinator) constituted an essential 
step in clarifying and assigning responsibilities to UN agencies in complex emergencies.'’*' 
DHA's responsibilities include determining which humanitarian emergencies require 
coordination by the UN, assigning responsibility to agencies in the field, coordinating a 
consolidated appeals process to mobilize contributions for emergency humanitarian 
response, allocating emergency funds and ensuring the inclusion of rehabilitation and 
reconstruction elements in emergency relief operations. The Inter-Agency Standing 
Committee (lASC)* ’^ composed of the heads of the major UN relief and development 
agencies, chaired by DHA and serves as a vehicle for DHA's coordinating role in 
emergency situations.*'*’ The lASC has approved a recommendation of its Task Force on 
IDPs*'‘^ that the Emergency Relief Coordinator serves as the reference point in the UN 
system to receive requests for assistance and protection in actual or developing situations of 
internal displacement that require a coordinated international response.™
It has been explained above that the UNDP resident representatives serve as the 
resident coordinators of the UN system in most emergency situations and that they report to 
the DHA regarding humanitarian issues. Since 1994, the Emergency Relief Coordinator, on 
behalf of the Secretary-General, has been authorized to assess in each complex emergency 
situation whether a "humanitarian coordinator" other than the resident representative may 
be required.” The Emergency Relief Coordinator has been made the UN's "reference point" 
for situations of internal displacement.
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IDPs are generally viewed by DHA officials as one group among many in a 
humanitarian emergency whose needs have to be addressed, and these needs are defined 
primarily in humanitarian and material terms.’" Although DHA has no protection 
responsibilities, it
must find ways of assuring that improved coordination of 
humanitarian assistance in complex emergencies does not exclude 
from consideration fundamental protection issues merely on technical 
ground that DHA's mandate is not sufficiently comprehensive.”’
The Inter-Agency Task Force on IDPs has drawn up “a list of critical tasks which 
must be accomplished to permit and sustain effective humanitarian intervention."’^  The list 
includes "many difficult protection responsibilities; since there is an integral link between 
humanitarian assistance and protection; such as negotiating humanitarian access to...” 
IDPs: "...raising concerns with the authorities about IDPs' safety and security, securing safe 
zones, and ensuring respect for human rights.”’  ^ At his July 1993 meeting, the lASC 
acknowledged that the provision of relief in complex emergency situations must be part of a 
larger and more integrated approach that includes attention to protection. Its Task Force on 
IDPs affirmed that "there are indispensable protection prerequisites for any successful 
programme in favor of IDPs."’  ^If the DHA is thought to be a focal point in coordinating the 
UN response to complex humanitarian emergencies, its role is to be a comprehensive one 
including also protection needs of IDPs.
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3.2. Strengthening Institutional Arrangements
Although there is an increasing willingness on the part of international community 
to address the protection and assistance needs of IDPs, the responses to the situations of 
internal displacement have been ad hoc and inadequate, since there is not an established 
arrangement for the provision of effective protection and assistance to IDPs. As a solution 
to this lack of mandate on IDPs, some believe that a single agency responsible for IDPs 
modeled on the UNHCR role in protecting and assisting refugees should be created for 
approaching the problem of internal displacement. However, IDPs have needs that require 
the collaborative efforts of various UN agencies.’’ Moreover, there is presently neither a 
comprehensive legal instrument nor an internationally agreed upon definition of IDPs on 
which to base the mandate of a new organization. Also, the cost of a new institution for 
which there is neither a political will nor the resources exist should be considered 
thoroughly.’·'^
Enlarging the mandate of an existing agency, in particular UNHCR which has been 
considered the best equipped institution to deal with the issue, legally and operationally, 
instead of creating a new one, to include the protection and assistance needs of IDPs was 
thought as a solution to this lack of mandate on IDPs. However, UNHCR and its Executive 
Committee rejected the proposal in 1993 that the UN replace its present ad hoc arrangement 
with "the assignment of a general competence to UNHCR."” UNHCR's response was that 
the magnitude of the problem of internal displacement exceeded its capacity and that a 
collaborative approach of the UN and other humanitarian organizations was required. 
UNHCR clarified the extent and conditions under which the Office has a mandate to
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undertake activities on behalf of IDPs. In fact, in almost all situations where UNHCR is 
involved with IDPs, the Office works closely with the; UN, intergovernmental and non­
governmental organizations and agencies, often as part of comprehensive multisectoral 
programmes.
A third alternative thought as a solution to the lack of a clear mandate on behalf of 
IDPs is a "two agency" approach; one agency to cover protection and the other for 
assistance activities. Under such a formula, the Office of the High Commissioner for 
Human Rights might be equipped as the entity to cover protection. The DHA already has 
the mandate to coordinate assistance activities. However, this approach conflicts with the 
growing consensus that an integrated approach to assistance and protection is needed in 
order to meet the needs of IDPs effectively. Moreover, neither body has the operational 
presence that would be required in the field. Another suggestion in favor of "two-agency" 
approach is to have UNHCR and ICRC, which deal with both assistance and protection, to 
take a joint responsibility for IDPs. Weaknesses of this approach are that: first ICRC is not 
part of the UN system, so it is difficult to coordinate such an arrangement, second it does 
not take into account the growing roles that other agencies are assuming in meeting the 
needs of IDPs.**'
Although no single agency has a mandate with respect to persons displaced within 
their countries within the UN system, the various operational agencies have mandate and 
expertise in specific sectors. For example WFP in food and logistics; WHO in health; 
UNICEF in water and maternal and child health have mandate and expertise. Or they have 
mandates for particular categories of people, such as UNICEF for women and children that
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cover some of the needs or include some of IDPs. The Centre for Human Rights, special 
rapportuers and human rights monitoring teams established by the UN and regional 
organizations for specific operations have important role in the protection of human rights 
of IDPs. The ICRC, outside of the UN system, has special competence for the provision of 
humanitarian relief and the protection of civilians in situations of armed conflict or internal 
strife, and the observance of the international humanitarian law. The mandate of the 
Organization for Migration also includes activities on behalf of IDPs. Furthermore 
numerous local and international NGOs are active on behalf of IDPs.®^  Strengthening and 
better coordinating of these different activities could offer a promising prospect for 
developing a more effective international system for meeting the needs of IDPs.
For a system-wide approach the first step is the creation of an effective coordination
mechanism that will serve as a central point for monitoring of IDPs and assign
responsibility when a serious situation of internal displacement arose and ensure that both
the protection and assistance needs of IDPs are adequately met.
Within the existing institutional arrangements, the Inter-Agency 
Standing Committee appears to be the most appropriate body to 
review all serious situations of internal displacement, explore the 
extent to which assistance and protection needs are being met, and 
recommend the best division of labor between UN agencies... '^*
to ensure both the assistance and protection needs are addressed adequately. The lASC has 
approved that the Emergency Relief Coordinator serve as the reference point in the United 
Nations system to receive requests for assistance and protection on actual or developing 
situations of internal displacement that require a coordinated international response. The
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Emergency Relief Coordinator should seek to integrate assistance and protection concerns 
by coordinating the different parts of the UN system that are capable of addressing these 
dual functions in a more practical operational maimer.^  ^In order to create such a function of 
coordinating the international efforts on behalf of IDPs; a world-wide collection of 
information is a prerequisite. The main sources of information cuiTently available on IDPs 
are the fact-finding missions; reports of other UN human rights mechanisms processed by 
the Centre for Human Rights; reports by UN agencies in the field; NGO reports; and 
communications by governments. However, these information has not been systematically 
collected.“ One attempt to systematize the collection of information has been made by the 
UNHCR Centre for Documentation on Refugees which has begun to collect information 
about IDIU. However these information has not been processed. DHA, although it 
coordinates inter-agency consultations on early warning of mass displacements and the 
Emergency Relief Coordinator has become a reference point for coordinated assistance for 
IDPs, has not developed an information collection system on internal displacement. In 
December 1994, the Inter-Agency Standing Committee recommended that the Emergency 
Relief Coordinator establish sufficient capacity to coordinate international response to 
problems of internal displacement which implies developing adequate capacity for 
information gathering and processing.^’
An information center along the lines of the Centre for Documentation on Refugees 
established by UNHCR is needed to collect data on IDPs on a world-wide basis; about their 
numbers, problems confronting them, their access to basic seiwices, and alerting UN bodies 
to situations requiring attention. This would also help analyzing the role played by
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international organizations and governments in protecting and assisting IDPs.®* As 
suggested by the Representative of the Secretary-General on Internally Displaced Persons, 
the collection of information is to be systematized so as to provide precise information on 
the various dimensions of the problem of internal displacement; how the problem of 
internal displacement is manifested in individual countries; what remedies are provided by 
the governments and the international community; and what gaps exist to be filled in 
responding to their protection and assistance needs. Specifically, this information would 
include facts about displacement, as the economic, political and historical context; 
migratory traditions; numbers of IDPs and how they are defined or identified; the numbers 
of the different groups of IDPs, demographic statistics; means of sustenance, shelter and 
housing arrangements; means of food acquisition, access to basic services; special 
protection concerns as threats to life or physical integrity; restrictions with regard to 
movement, employment, education and access to courts; policy and programme dilemmas 
in dealing with IDPs; their opportunities for training, income-generating projects and self- 
support; the national and local institutional framework for addressing problems and the 
capacity for response by governments and international community.^’ The Representative of 
the Secretary-General on IDPs offered that his mandate is the only possibility of becoming 
the central point to bring together information from the UNHCR Centre for Documentation 
on Refugees, the Department of Humanitarian .Affairs, organizations and institutions 
outside the UN. The Representative's role is important in that he would bring protection 
concerns relating to IDPs to the lASC. The lASC, by recognizing the need for greater 
integration of human rights and humanitarian concerns has reached decisions on developing
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a more coherent approach.^“ In December 1994 it decided to invite the Representative of the 
Secretary-General and the High Commissioner for Human Rights to participate in its 
meeting when issues related to their respective mandates are discussed.
The deployment of human rights field officers in areas where there are substantial 
numbers of IDPs, could serve as an important step toward collecting information regarding 
both aspects of the problem of internal displacement; those of assistance and protection. 
Field officers would be important in that they would help meet the protection needs of IDPs 
and thereby lend operational support to the work of the organizations active in the field; 
they would help create the confidence needed to make return of IDPs possible and in 
assisting IDPs to return home. Field officers deployed by the Centre for Human Rights in 
the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda are already actively involved in monitoring conditions 
of IDPs. Monitors deployed as a part of United Nations peace keeping operations should 
also be given the task of providing information on IDPs. In addition to serving protection 
needs, the presence of monitors, can also help in the prevention of violations and draw 
attention of the international community to assistance needs that are not met in specific 
areas. In this respect, more operational capacity should be given to human rights bodies.’’
Also relief and development agencies have to explore the extent to which they can 
become involved in addressing the protection problems affecting the delivery of 
assistance.’· They are often in a position to raise concerns about IDPs' physical security, 
particularly when the agencies have gained the confidence of governments, non- 
go^■ernmental actors within the framework of providing assistance. Although they often 
assert that their primary mandate is the delivery of assistance and that the provision of
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emergency food precedes the protection concerns, the protection problems often affect the 
delivery of assistance. Moreover, the absence of the attention to protection issues, as it was 
the case in Rwanda, Bosnia-Herzegovina; is likely to lead to continuing problems in the 
delivery of assistance. In this respect, the need to develop integrated strategies between 
human rights and humanitarian agencies in the delivery of assistance and protection has 
become increasingly evident.^’ Relief and development agencies should recognize the fact 
that without dealing with the causes of internal displacement no lasting improvement in the 
condition of conflict victims can be assured.®'' Strategies for protecting IDPs should seek 
greater coordination among the political, humanitarian and human rights bodies of the UN; 
since the humanitarian, human rights, political and security dimensions are to be dealt 
simultaneously in order to promote mutually reinforcing solutions to crises of internal 
displacement. In El Salvador, e.g., the Peace Agreements negotiated under the auspices of 
the UN ended more than a decade of civil war and resulted in major reforms in the political 
and human rights situation of the country, and its ability to deal with the problem of 
internal displacement. The mission reports on Colombia, Sri Lanka, the Sudan, and 
Bosnia-Herzegovina have all underscored the importance of negotiated peace settlements of 
the conflicts.®^
Resolving internal conflicts, one of the major causes of internal displacement, by 
removing their root causes implies promoting democratic structures, respect for human 
rights, and sustainable development. For this end, development-oriented approaches to 
situations of internal displacement need to be developed. The relief and development 
agencies, together with international financial institutions, should develop strategies and
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programmes for IDPs in order to assure their survival through income-generating and 
development projects’  ^ in order to realize the transition from relief to development which 
would ensure improved economic prospects for the country. In the Annex to the Economic 
and Social Council resolution 1995/56 titled "Strengthening of Coordination of emergency 
assistance of the United Nations", one of the issues’  ^ to be considered is the "impact of the 
allocation of resources on the relationship between life-saving needs, prevention, 
preparedness and recovery". Emergency assistance must be provided in ways that will be 
supportive of recovery and long-term development.’* Development assistance organizations 
of the UN system should be involved at an early stage and should collaborate closely with 
those responsible for emergency relief and recovery, within their existing mandates. 
Regarding this, in accordance w'ith the General Assembly resolution 46/182, the Central 
Emergenc}' Fund has been established for use in start-up emergency operations.
Another important issue is the training of staff regarding protection responsibilities 
in situations of internal displacement. In this respect close cooperation need to be 
established between humanitarian and human rights organizations and the UN 
peacekeeping units. Joint strategies are to be devised for monitoring the basic human rights 
and physical safety of IDPs. "Development of strategies for comprehensive staff 
development, including inter-agency training modules" is indicated as one of the issues to 
be considered in the Annex to Economic and Social Council resolution 1995/56.
Greater collaboration need to be developed on the part of UN system with regional 
institutions and with NGOs playing increasingly important roles in dealing with IDPs in 
order to stimulate more integrated activities on behalf of IDPs. A more comprehensive
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working relationship with NGOs is crucial to the development of a global strategy for more 
effective protection and assistance for IDPs. NGOs play an effective role on the ground in 
working with IDPs and have knowledge about the local conditions critical to mobilizing an 
early response. NGOs in particular can assist with early warning and information collection 
and can be called to create local mechanisms in order to improve the conditions of IDPs. 
NGOs can also be encouraged to play a role in conflict resolution and in easing tensions 
between communities which in turn can help create safer conditions for the return of IDPs 
to their homes.
In the quest for a global strategy in responding to the increasing needs of IDPs 
closer ties and coordination need to be developed with the Organization of American States 
and the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights; the Organization of African Unity and 
its Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights; and the Organization on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe. Regional initiatives are especially important in terms of information 
sharing, in enhancing assistance and protection measures for IDPs. UN agencies, regional 
institutions and mechanisms and NGOs should coordinate activities related to monitoring, 
sharing of information and reporting on the situation which might give rise to internal 
displacement for the prevention of human displacement or for giving advance responses to 
emergency situations of internal displacement.
In the quest for a global approach to the problem of internal displacement given the 
magnitude of the issue, efforts are being undertaken both within and outside the UN system 
in order to develop a comprehensive strategy to meet the protection, assistance and
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development needs of IDPs including collection of information, collaboration among 
international, regional and institutions; development and coordination of local, national and 
regional capacities. Only thi'ough strengthened collaborative arrangements it would be 
possible to address the vacuum of responsibility existing in cases of internal displacement. 
Although it is generally recognized that an effective inter-agency response must address 
both the assistance and protection needs of IDPs and that greater coordination among the 
political, humanitarian and human rights bodies is needed, more needs to be done in order 
to actualize a comprehensive and collaborative strategy in responding to the increasing 
needs of IDPs.
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Chapter Four
4. The International Protection and Assistance
It has been explained that in the post-Cold War era, the international community is 
emphasizing the underlying causes of the problem of human displacement. The major 
causes of large-scale displacement, both internal and external, are internal and international 
armed conflicts and related human rights violations. Emphasizing the underlying causes of 
the human displacement necessitates working in countries of origin and political issues of 
state sovereignty and non-intervention in domestic affairs make the issue of IDPs one of the 
most challenging problems confronting the international community. Since there is very 
little legal and political basis for humanitarian action in countries of origin, because of the 
predominance of state sovereignty, the preventive strategies gain ground. The increasing 
legitimate international concern for human rights makes state’s treatment of its own 
populations a matter of international law rather than exclusive domestic jurisdiction. 
Especially after the effects of state’s doings on other states’ legal interests have been seen in 
actual terms the way a government treats its own citizens has become a legitimate 
international concern. As noted in Chapter Two, the notion that the non-state entities should 
also be internationally responsible gained ground in recent years. One area of consensus 
reached as a result of recent international developments and studies undertaken on the 
problem of human displacement is that the respect for human rights; i.e. to ensure that 
states and/or non-state entities fulfill their international obligations under international law 
and do not behave in a manner which compels the flight of population groups within and
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out of state territory is the real solution to the problem of human displacement. The strict 
observation and full realization of all human rights for everyone is often the best method of 
preventing displacement. In his Compilation and Analysis of Legal Norms the 
Representative stresses that
apart from situations of natural disasters, the strict observation and full 
realization of all human rights for everyone is often the best method of 
preventing displacement. Thus, human rights and humanitarian standards 
play a paramount role when addressing the root causes of displacement.'
In this respect, the international efforts seeking to prevent the displacement of populations 
will serve to reinforce national protection. In this Chapter, the ways of strengthening the 
national protection; that is the means to enable people remain in safety in their own country 
are evaluated.
4.1. State Responsibility
It has been evaluated above that under international law meeting the protection and
assistance needs of IDPs is the responsibility of the governments concerned. The main
cause of internal displacement is often the internal armed conflicts having a nature of
national identity crisis and related human rights violations which include
... as well as torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and 
punishment, summary and arbitrary executions, disappearances, arbitrary 
detentions, all forms of racism, racial discrimination and apartheid, 
foreign occupation and alien domination, xenophobia, poverty, hunger 
and other denials of economic, social and cultural rights, religious 
intolerance, ten'orism, discrimination against women and lack of the rule 
of law.”
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The Representative of the Secretary-General on IDPs reports that in many countries the 
IDPs are ignored or perceived as an enemy, either by their association with an insurgent 
group, or more generally with an etlinic, cultural or social group perceived as inferior, 
tlireatening or simply the other. As a result, they overwhelmingly, fall into a vacuum of 
responsibility within the state.^ This absence of national protection calls for international 
protection. In this respect, the objective of international efforts is to strengthen the capacity 
of states to cope with the problems of internal displacement. The Representative of the 
Secretary-General on IDPs asserts in his report of 25 January 1994'' that the most important 
principle in carrying out his mandate is that his efforts should enhance the prospects for 
providing effective protection and assistance for IDPs and since they fall within the 
domestic jurisdiction, this can only be done through dialogue and cooperation with the 
government and/or the non-state actors. He explains the underlying assumption as that 
“sovereignty carries with it responsibility for ensuring protection and assistance for 
citizens.“·”^ Dialogue and cooperation with governments and/or the controlling authorities is 
a prerequisite for a comprehensive strategy on the root causes. If a better understanding of 
the problems faced by IDPs and their possible longer-term solutions is to be achieved, 
cooperation of the governments is needed. The govermnents. on the other hand, unable to 
protect and assist their citizens adequately are obligated to avail themselves of international 
cooperation as evaluated in Chapter 2. “Where Governments or controlling authorities are 
unable or unwilling to live up to their responsibilities and are not receptive to international 
assistance” as stressed by the Representative of the Secretary-General in his report on IDPs 
of 2 February 1995, “ ... the international community should be expected to assert its
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concern and fill the vacuum created by the Government’s failure to discharge its 
responsibility” .^
4.2. Expanded Role for Human Rights Bodies
Within the legal framework it was explained that there are two different ideas among 
human rights lawyers; there are those who believe that the existing standards provide 
adequate protection and the main challenge is the implementation of existing international 
law standards; and, those who argue that setting new standards would not only fill any 
existing gaps but would also focus international attention on the problem of human 
displacement and would raise the public awareness of the problem and the need for 
solutions. While a legal reform is necessary in order to ensure that protection and assistance 
needs of IDPs are addressed adequately, the challenge of implementation is one of great 
concern for a comprehensive approach by the international community. For a 
■■comprehensive approach” as called for in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of 
Action adopted at the World Conference on Human Rights,’ which should encompass all 
three elements of prevention, protection and solutions, the human rights bodies have a very 
important role to play in the prevention of displacement of populations; protection of IDPs 
in the course of displacement; and, in the realization of solutions to the problem of human 
displacement, safe return to the areas of origin and resettlement and rehabilitation. As 
claimed by the Representative on IDPs , the human rights bodies “should be playing a more 
extensive role in developing an integrated approach to dealing with protection and 
assistance needs of the internally displaced.”* The 1993 World Conference on Human
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Rights recognized that “gross violations of human rights, including in armed conflicts, are
among the multiple and complex factors leading to the displacement of p e o p l e . A
comprehensive approach by the international community
should include the development of strategies to address the root causes 
and effects of movements of refugees and other displaced persons, the 
strengthening of emergency preparedness and response mechanisms, the 
provision of effective protection and assistance, bearing in mind the 
special needs of women and children, as well as the achievement of 
durable solutions, primarily through the preferred solution of dignified 
and safe voluntary repatriation... . The World Conference on human 
Rights underlines the responsibilities of States, particularly as they relate 
to the countries of origin.
In the light of the comprehensive approach, the World Conference on 
Human Rights emphasizes the importance of giving special attention 
including through intergovernmental and humanitarian organizations and 
finding lasting solutions to questions related to internally displaced 
persons including their voluntary and safe return and rehabilitation.'®
Prevention and the need for an early-warning system have been elaborated by the 
Special Rapporteur on the question of human rights and mass exoduses. Prince Sadruddin 
Aga Klian, in his report of December 1981 as mentioned in Chapter One. The issue was 
further considered by the Group of Governmental Experts on International Cooperation to 
Avert New Flows of Refugees which was established by the General Assembly in 1991. 
However, until the recent years the intimate connection between human rights and the 
problem of human displacement has not been given the importance it warrants. With the 
increasing focus on the activities in countries of origin; on the preventive strategies, the 
promotion and protection of human rights gained importance. In 1991, the Ad,ministrative 
Committee on Coordination of this Group established an Ad Hoc Working Group on Early 
Warning of New Flows of Refugees and Displaced Persons. As a result of the studies of
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this Working Group, an Inter-Agency Working Group which would function as a regular 
United Nations inter-agency eai'ly-warning consultation forum was established. In recent 
years, the United Nations human rights bodies, in particular treaty bodies; thematic and 
country special rapporteurs, and the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and 
Protection of Minorities, have increased their focus on internal displacement. The 
Commission on Human Rights, in its resolution 1991/25, requested the Secretary-General 
to prepare an analytical report on internally displaced persons. In its resolution 1992/73, it 
requested the Secretary-General to appoint a representative to examine the human rights 
issues related to internally displaced persons. Then with the resolution 1993/95, it requested 
the Secretary-General to extend the mandate of his Representative for two additional years. 
The Representative’s role is defined by the various resolutions of the Commission on 
Human Rights as comprising
... on-site visits to affected countries, dialogue with Governments, an 
appraisal of the existing legal standards and the degree to which they 
provide adequate protection, and an assessment of the institutional 
arrangements of the international community in general and the United 
Nations in particular to determine the degree to which they cater for the 
needs of the internally displaced."
In 1995, in its resolution 1995/57, the Commission on Human Rights encouraged the 
Representative of the Secretary-General “ ... to continue his review of the need for 
protection of and assistance to internally displaced persons, including his compilation and 
analysis of existing rules and norms...” .'" Thus, since 1991, the Commission on Human 
Rights has been actively examining the protection needs of IDPs. However, the field-level
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involvement and emergency orientation have been generally lacked by the human rights 
bodies of the United Nations system. In 1994, the appointment of a High Commissioner for 
Human Rights with a general mandate for the promotion and protection of all human rights, 
as evaluated in Chapter Tliree, has opened the way for United Nations human rights bodies 
to assume the role of protection in the field. The High Commissioner for Human Rights has 
placed particular emphasis on early-warning and preventive activities “ ... in the form of 
promotion of human rights, training and education, the provision of advisory services and 
the fielding of human rights observers.''''’ Increasingly, it has been emphasized that “ ... 
ensuring an international human rights presence in countries with lai'ge internally 
displaced/refugee populations, especially in locations where there are concerns for the 
protection of displaced persons...” ''' is important for the promotion and protection of human 
rights. Under the authority of the High Commissioner, field officers have been deployed in 
Rwanda in order to contribute to the repatriation process. It is much more important to 
ensure an international human rights presence for the prevention of human displacements or 
further human displacements. In Burundi, a UN human rights office has been established by 
the High Commissioner in June 1994, with the agreement of the Government of Burundi. 
For the prevention of the situation which could lead to displacement of populations, a close 
cooperation between the High Commissioner for Human Rights, the Commission on 
Human Rights, the various bodies monitoring the human rights treaties, other relevant 
agencies and programmes of the UN, regional organizations and NGOs is required. As 
reported by the High Commissioner for Human Rights, as a result of an appeal regarding 
the deterioration of the human rights situation in Burundi made by the High Commissioner
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to the Commission on Human Rights the Commission, in its resolution 1995/90 of 8 March 
1995, emphasized the need to increase the preventive activities of the international 
community in that country, through the presence of human rights observers. It created the 
post Special Rapporteur on the human rights situation there .T hen , with the Security 
Council encouraging the High Commissioner to strengthen his field office, the consent of 
the Government of Burundi for the deployment of up to 35 human rights field observers 
was obtained. The High Commissioner sought for voluntary contributions in order to fund 
the field operation in Burundi and the European Commission undertook to finance the 
deployment of up to 35 observers in Burundi and additional funds was pledged by the 
Govermnent of South Africa. Ensuring an international human rights presence serves the 
aims of
- ...intervening with local and national authorities when human rights 
violations take place;
- providing the international community and the media with information 
concerning actual and potential human rights violations and population 
displacements;
- bringing security problems to the attention of international peace­
keepers and police forces if they are present in the country;
- assuring the safe passage of affected populations out of conflict areas;
- encouraging warring parties to establish codes of conduct regarding the 
treatment of civilian populations; and,
- assessing whether it is safe for returnees and displaced people to settle
m certain areas. 16
However, it is not without constraints and limitations; deploying human rights field officers 
requires the consent of the government and/or the controlling authorities concerned and 
sometimes there exist difficulties related to access to populations whose human rights are at 
risk, as it was the case in Liberia and Sierra Leone.” Another important constraint is that
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the regular budget of the United Nations human rights bodies is very limited to undertake 
the activities of a broad scope. The responses to emergency human rights situations are 
being founded by voluntary contributions which constraints the activity capability of human 
rights bodies.'* Moreover, as evaluated in Chapter Three, the personnel are not enough to 
meet the need and must be educated in the protection of human rights of IDPs.
With the increasing focus on the activities in countries of origin, and as a result of the
studies examining the relationship between human rights and displacement, it was
recognized that the national institutions play a paramount role for the promotion and
protection of human rights. The Commission on Human Rights has given a special
consideration to strengthening the national human rights institutions for human rights
protection.'’ Especially, the importance of technical cooperation programmes aimed at
strengthening democratic institutions, the rule of law, and national human rights
infrastructures has been emphasized for the realization of human rights and fundamental
freedoms. The High Commissioner for Human Rights has strengthened its
... advisory service and teclmical cooperation programmes, including the 
promotion of democratic institutions, development and human rights, 
human rights support to parliaments, constitutional assistance, human 
rights training for peace-keeping operations and international civil 
servants, support to NGOs and civil society, legislative reform assistance, 
administration of justice, strengthening national human rights institutions, 
assistance for the conduct of free and fair elections, training of police and 
prison officials, and assistance on specific human rights issues, including 
the implementation of comprehensive national plans of action for the 
promotion and protection of human rights; popular participation in 
decision-making and implementation of projects related to economic, 
social and cultural rights, including the right to development.’“
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According to the General Assembly resolution 48/141, these services can also be provided, 
where appropriate, at the request of the regional human rights organizations.
It has also been accepted by the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights that 
“Regional arrangements play a fundamental role in promoting and protecting human 
rights....” . Cooperation with regional initiatives on human rights matters are very important 
in establishing both global strategies and the necessary network for the implementation of 
these global strategies. In his report,"' the Representative of the Secretary-General asserts 
that
The global nature of internal displacement makes it essential that the 
international community rely on initiatives not only within but also 
outside the United Nations system to ensure that the needs of internally 
displaced are adequately met. In particular, greater collaboration is 
needed on the part of United Nations system with regional institutions 
and with non-governmental organizations.
In recent \ ears, a regionalization of the approach to the problem of human displacement is 
taking place within the international community. Because the effective strategies can be 
produced on the regional level by taking into account the mutual interests of the involved 
states. The International Conference on Refugees in Central America (CIREFCA), 
convened in 1989, brought together governments, donors, intergovernmental agencies, non­
governmental agencies and representatives of the displaced persons. The Conference “ ... 
developed a comprehensive plan for assisting refugees, displaced persons and returnees and 
assisting them into the development plans of the countries concerned...” ."" The Inter- 
American Commission on Human Rights of the Organization of American States (OAS) 
has begun more systematic monitoring and reporting on situations of internal displacement.
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Another initiative in the America is the creation of the Permanent Consultation on Internal
Displacement in the Americas (CPDIA) operating under the auspices of the Inter-American
Institute of Human Rights."'  ^ The Inter-American Institute of Human Rights has also
undertaken special programmes for refugees, returnees and displaced persons. The San Jose
Declaration was adopted by a colloquium, organized by the Inter-American Institute of
Human Rights, UNHCR and the govermnent of Costa Rico in December 1 9 9 4 . The Jan
Jose Declaration on Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons affirms that
the problem of the internally displaced, albeit the fundamental 
responsibility of the States of their nationality, is nevertheless of concern 
to the international community because it is a human rights issue which 
can be linked to prevention of causes which generate refugee flows.
It calls upon governments to increase their region-wide cooperation in admitting refugees 
and those persons who are forced to leave their homes because of persecution or 
generalized violence, foreign aggression, internal conflicts, massive violations of human 
rights or other circumstances which have seriously disturbed public order and encourages 
concerted efforts to find solutions to the problems which generate such forced 
displacement. In Africa, regional conferences, - the Seminar on the Protection of African 
Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons, February 1994, Harare; Symposium on 
Refugees and Forced Population Displacements in Africa, September 1994, Addis Ababa -, 
dealt with the question of forced displacement and solutions to this problem in the region. 
The Cairo Declaration on the Protection of Refugees and Displaced Persons in the Arab 
World, November 1992, Cairo, tried for the establishment of regional information network 
about refugees and displaced persons. The Conference on Security and Cooperation in
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Europe,·*^  organized a Human Dimension Seminar on Migration, Refugees and Displaced 
Persons in which both preventive strategies and ways of better protecting refugees and 
displaced persons were discussed. Its Council of Ministers decided to put the issue of mass 
migration on its agenda. A High Commissioner on National Minorities was appointed in 
December 1992 to engage in early-warning and preventive diplomacy in order to avoid 
conflicts which could lead to the displacement of minority groups. This shows the 
increasing focus on preventive strategies within the European region which started in the 
1980's. The informal consultations among OSCE countries began in the mid-1980’s. In 
1985, this process was formalized into the Intergovernmental Consultations on Asylum, 
Refugee and Migration Policies in Europe, North America and Australia.'^ One of the main 
issue decided on by this Group was to increase development assistance to countries of 
origin in order to prevent refugee and migration flows. The Schengen Agreement and the 
Dublin Convention prescribed the responsibilities of states for handling asylum 
applications. By these regional cooperative initiatives, it was accepted that refugee and 
migration issues are not exclusively matters of national sovereignty but rather regional 
policies are needed."* Another regional process was opened as a result of the General 
Assembly resolution 49/173 in December 1993 in the countries of the Commonwealth of 
Independent States. Recognizing the scale of existing irregular mass movements and the 
potential for more, the General Assembly in its resolution called UNHCR to convene a 
regional conference to address the problems of refugees (around 700,000), internally 
displaced persons (a total of 2,3 million), other forms of involuntary displacement and 
returnees in the countries of CIS and relevant neighboring states. UNHCR, together with
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the International Organization for Migration and the OSCE/ODIHR (Office for Democratic 
Institutions and Human Rights) organized a “Regional Conference to Address the Problems 
of Refugees, Displaced Persons, Other Forms of Involuntary Displacement and Returnees 
in the Countries of the Commonwealth of Independent States and Relevant Neighboring 
States” in May 1996. The Conference endorsed a Programme of Action for a 
comprehensive strategy in the region to cope with existing and possible future forms of 
involuntary displacement.·'^ This Conference process is an application of the decision 
reached at the World Conference on Human Rights in 1993 for establishing regional 
arrangements “for the promotion and protection of human rights w’here they do not already 
exist" . T h e  principles contained in the second section of the Programme of Action include 
commitments to uphold and implement international and regional instruments relating to 
human rights, refugee and international humanitarian law. Together with its follow-up 
mechanism, the CIS Conference is a good example of the implementation of the 
recommendations of the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights regarding the 
establishment of creating enforcement mechanisms and of strengthening collaboration 
among the UN agencies and the regional organizations.
As mentioned above, the potential strength of the network extends beyond any 
single system. It is necessary to broad the network outside the United Nations system. In 
this regard, the roles of regional initiatives are to be encouraged and be given attention for a 
comprehensive approach to the problem of involuntary human displacement around the 
world.
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4.3. Importance of Non-Governmental Organizations
In this effort to extend the network outside the United Nations system, a special
attention is to be paid to the important role played by non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), international or local. In this regard,
... The World Conference on Human Rights recognizes the important role 
of non-govermnental organizations in the promotion of all human rights 
and in humanitarian activities at national, regional and international 
levels. The World Conference on Human Rights appreciates their 
contribution to increasing public awareness of human rights issues, to the 
conduct of education, training and research in this field, and to the 
promotion and protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms.
While recognizing that the primary responsibility for standard-setting lies 
with States, the conference also appreciates the contribution of non- 
govermuental organizations to this process. In this respect, the World 
Conference on Human Rights emphasizes the importance of continued 
dialogue and cooperation between Governments and non-governmental
orsanizations.31
T he Representative on IDPs also affirms the important role of NGOs in the field. He 
reports that they are particularly important “ in countries with limited or no international 
presence".·’· The Representative asserts that, NGOs are in more direct contact with 
displaced populations and have closer relationships with the local authorities. They are 
strong in building capacity at the grassroots level. In recent years, NGOs managed to work 
behind insurgent lines and began to monitor the compliance of non-governmental actors 
with international humanitarian law and human rights principles. Especially local NGOs 
opened up spaces for humanitarian operations through confidence-building measures with 
local authorities, local military commanders, and the local population. Other than their 
important role for coordinating humanitarian operations in situations of internal armed
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conflicts, NGOs are important for longer-term strategies of human rights protection; and, 
development.
The Oslo Declaration adopted at the PARINAC (Partnership in Action, the Global 
NGO and UNHCR Conference, 6-9 June 1994, in Oslo) declares the commitment of NGOs 
and UNHCR
... To develop, in cooperation with the United Nations, other agencies and 
institutions and with governments, a comprehensive approach to the 
protection and assistance needs of internally displaced persons, based on 
clearly defined legal and operational criteria.’^’
The Plan of Action endorsed at the Conference, emphasizes the importance of preventive 
activities, such as early-warning and monitoring and reporting human rights violations in 
addressing the root causes of refugee f l ows .Also “ ... the importance of the linkage 
between the protection of refugees, returnees and displaced persons and the more general 
protection afforded under human rights instruments, was emphasized".'· Further, in the 
Second Part related to Internally Displaced Persons, it was recognized that for an effective 
prevention, a focus on the root causes is needed. It was affirmed that political, economic 
and humanitarian responses are needed to prevent and to mitigate causes of displacement. ''' 
Regarding the early-warning of internal displacement, the Plan of Action underscored 
“ ...the capacity of local NGOs, through their constant presence, to alert concerned agencies 
to the need to respond to the protection and assistance needs of internally displaced 
persons".'’ They are especially important for organizing the local community for supplying 
first aid to the internally displaced and for the educational activities undertaken in order to 
increase the public awareness of the problem of human displacement. Moreover, as
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acknowledged in the Plan of Action, local NGOs, - aware of local realities and needs 
have a crucial role to play in moving from relief to development, and in all aspects of 
promoting sustainable development” .^ *
Despite the fact that significant steps have been undertaken in recent years for the 
protection of and assistance to IDPs, significant differences in relation to international and 
domestic human rights issues still persist among the individual members of the 
international community. Furthermore one inherent dangerous tendency of in-country 
strategies is that the right to seek asylum is prevented by the receiving countries’ claim that 
there are humanitarian agencies providing protection and assistance in the country of origin 
or that there are alternatives for internal flee to the safe places in the country. So, IDPs can 
remain, that is. they have the alternative of staying in their own country.'^’ However, 
prevention should not be understood “ ... as building barriers to stop people moving but as 
removing or reducing the factors which force displacement” .'*'’
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Conclusion
The growing scale of human suffering, as a result of a rapid eruption of internal 
and international conflicts and ethnic clashes in the post-Cold War era, focused 
international concern on the protection and assistance needs of IDPs. The principle aims 
of this study are to increase the awareness of the problems faced by IDPs; to evaluate 
the recent international efforts within both legal and organizational frameworks; to 
determine the ways and means for the prevention of the problem of internal 
displacement.
In the post-Cold War era, with the increasing emphasis on the root causes of 
human displacement, preventive protection, early warning, preventive diplomacy and 
conflict resolution, promotion and protection of human rights, promotion of 
democratization and economic development have gained ground. Prevention in the “pre­
displacement"' phase is veiy important and it requires a holistic approach to the 
phenomenon of displacement. A holistic approach, in turn, requires to take into' 
consideration the varying causes of displacement and the most suitable response which 
could be undertaken in accordance with the roles of various agencies. Since the needs of 
IDPs span the entire range of international agencies, both within and outside the United 
Nations system - from emergency assistance to human rights protection and 
development aid - “collaborative arrangements should be strengthened among the 
different relief, development and human rights organizations that already play a role 
with the displaced.”“ In this respect it is important to broaden the base of world-wide 
network at local, national and regional levels in coordinating a comprehensive
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strategy for addressing the gaps in the protection and assistance to IDPs. The
Representative puts it as fallows:
The development of closer partnerships among United Nations 
agencies, regional organizations and NGOs could stimulate more 
integrated activities on behalf of internally displaced. The 
establishment of an international network for internally 
displaced persons and the development of an international 
constituency would be an important means of mobilizing 
international opinion in support of strategies for better 
addressing the assistance and protection needs of the internally 
displaced.”^
The “cross-mandate programmes’"'* which have already inspired in many different parts 
of the world are examples of the implementation of these closer partnerships. Another 
important conclusion related to the application of this comprehensive strategy is that the 
most important factor determining the success of the programmes undertaken on behalf 
of IDPs is the need for improved cooperation of the government or the other actors 
concerned.
For more integrated activities on behalf of IDPs establishment of an information 
center is important in order to ensure a more systematic monitoring of internal 
displacement on a world-wide basis. In this way, it would become possible to 
adequately address the undeiyling causes of displacement; the “problems of national and 
regional security, stability and development...”  ^ . This would lead to timely and 
preventive action tlmough dialogue with the authorities concerned and through 
improving measures to prevent the displacement of peoples.
However, another point to be restated is that, as it has been observed especially 
in the case of Bosnia-Herzegovina, only through the resolution of internal conflicts - 
which permit people to return their homes and resume their normal lives - can there be 
effective and durable solutions to the problems of human displacement. This
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necessitates the international commitment to attack the root causes of human 
displacement. Today there exists no political will to intervene to redress the problems of 
internal displacement.
To sum up, factors determining the plight of IDPs are: a better understanding of 
different reasons that derive people to move, identifying the ways in which outflows 
could possibly be prevented; strengthening and making more effective use of existing 
international law and filling whatever gaps there exist; strengthening the national 
protection to enable people remain in safety in their own country; strengthening the 
recent institutional arrangements in order to address the vacuum of responsibility 
existing in cases of internal displacement; and recognizing the intimate connection 
between human rights and the problem of human displacement and the important role 
the human rights bodies have especially in the prevention of displacement.
Despite the fact that significant steps have been undertaken in recent years for 
the protection and assistance to IDPs, there are continuing studies regarding IDPs. The 
difficulties of adopting a universal definition of IDPs and principles applicable to them 
reflect different root causes of the problem of human displacement and the limitations 
on actions which could be undertaken in the countiy of origin. Furthermore, significant 
differences in relation to international and domestic human rights still persist among the 
individual members of the international community. Most importantly these in-country 
strategies emphasizing the “right to remain”, especially in the post-Cold War era, has a 
dangerous tendency of preventing the right to seek asylum abroad for IDPs. It is 
important to ensure that these in-country strategies will not prevent the right to seek 
asylum abroad for IDPs.
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Appendix 1
Selected significant populations of Internally Displaced persons; persons who have 
been displaced within their homelands as a result of human conflict and forced 
relocations as of December 31, 1995.
Sudan.............................. 4,000,000 Lebanon........................... 400,000
Turkey..............................2,000,000 Bumndi............................ 300,000
Angola............................. 1,500,000 Somalia............................ 300,000
Bosnia-Herzegovina........  1,300,000 Syria.................................300,000
Iraq...................................1,000,000 Georgia............................ 280,000
Liberia............................. 1,000.000 Cyprus............................. 265,000
Sierra Leone....................1,000,000 India................................ 250,000
Sri Lanka.........................  850,000 Russian Federation.......... 250,000
Azerbaijan.......................  670.000 Crotia................................240,000
Colombia.........................  600.000 Zaire.................................225,000
Burma................500,000-1,000,000 Kenya.............................. 210,000
Afghanistan......................  500,000 Guatemala........................ 200,000
Mozambique....................  500,000 Ghana.............................. 150,000
Rwanda...........................  500,000 Cambodia.........................  55,000
South Africa....................  500.000 Mali.................................. 10,000
Peru................................. 480,000 Philippines................................. *
’‘Estimates of displaced population vary too widely to cite a specific number.
Source: World Refugee Survey 1996, p.6.
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. ^ 4 December 1986
Appendix 2 97th plenary meeting
Setting international standards in the field of human rights
The General Assembly,
Recalling the extensive network of international standards in the field 
of human rights, which it and other United Nations bodies, including the 
specialized agencies, have established.
Emphasizing the primacy of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in this network,
Reaffirming that effective implementation of these international 
standards is of fundamental importance.
Recognizing the value of continuing efforts to identify specific areas 
where further international action is required to develop the existing 
international legal framework in the field of human rights pursuant to 
Article 13, paragraph 1 a, of the Charter of the United Nations,
Recognizing also that standard setting should proceed with adequate 
preparation.
Emphasizing that the standard setting activities of the United Nations 
should be as effective and efficient as possible,
1. Calls upon Member States and United Nations bodies to accord 
priority to the implementation of existing international standards in the
of human rights and urges broad ratification of, or accession to, 
^>^i3ting treaties in this field;
2. Urges Member States and United Nations bodies engaged in developing 
Hew international human rights standards to give due consideration in this 
v;ork to the established international legal framework;
3. Reaffirms the important role of the Commission on Human Rights,
n^iong other appropriate United Nations bodies, in the development of 
international instruments in the field of human rights;
4. Invites Member States and United Nations bodies to bear in mind the 
iollov;ing guidelines in developing international instruments in the field of 
^uman rights; such instruments should, inter alia:
law;
(a) Be consistent with the existing body of international human rights
(b) Be of fundamental character and derive from the inherent dignity and 
Worth of the human person;
(c) Be sufficiently precise to give rise to identifiable and practicable 
eights and obligations;
(d) Provide, where appropriate, realistic and effective implementation 
-^‘achinery, including reporting systems;
(e) Attract broad international support;
5. Requests the Secretary-General to provide appropriate specialized 
‘^^upport to United Nations bodies working on standard setting in the field of 
-luinan rights.
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A/RES/46/182
78th plenary meeting
19 D.ecember 1991
Strengthening of the coordination of humanitarian 
emergency assistance of the United Nations
The General Assembly,
Recalling its resolution 2816 (XXVI) of 14 December 1971 and its subsequent 
Resolutions and decisions on humanitarian assistance, including its resolution 
45/100 of 14 December 1990,
Recalling also its resolution 44/236 of 22 December 1989, the annex to which 
contains the International Framework of Action for the International Decade for 
Natural Disaster Reduction,
Deeply concerned about the suffering of the victims of disasters and emergency 
situations, the loss in human lives, the flow of refugees, the mass displacement 
of people and the material destruction.
Mindful of the need to strengthen further and make more effective the 
collective efforts of the international community, in particular the United 
Nations system, in providing humanitarian assistance.
Taking note with satisfaction of the report of the Secretary-General on the 
Review of the capacity, experience and coordination arrangements in the United 
Nations system for humanitarian assistance,
1. Adopts the text contained in the annex to the present resolution for the 
strengchening of the coordination of emergency humanitarian assistance of the 
United Nations system;
2. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly at its 
forty-seventh session on the implementation of the present resolution.
ANNEX
I. GUIDING PRINCIPLES
1. Humanitarian assistance is of cardinal importance for the victims of 
Raturai disasters and other emergencies.
2. Humanitarian assistance must be provided in accordance with the 
principles of hum.anity, neutrality and impartiality.
3. The sovereignty, territorial integrity and national unity of States must 
be fully respected in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. In thi 
context, humanitarian assistance should be provided with the consent of the 
ciffected country and in principle on the basis of an appeal by the affected
COuncry.
4. Each State has the responsibility first and foremost to take care of the 
victims of natural disasters and other emergencies occurring on its territory. 
Hence, the affected State has the primary role in the initiation, organization, 
coordination, and implementation of humanitarian assistance within its territory
5. The magnitude and duration of many emergencies may be beyond the response 
capacity of many affected countries. International cooperation to address 
emergency situations and to strengthen the response capacity of affected 
countries is thus of great importance. Such cooperation should be provided in 
accordance v;ith international law and national laws. Intergovernmental and non-
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governmental organizations working impartially and with strictly humanitarian 
motives should continue to make a significant contribution in supplementing national efforts.
6. States whose populations are in need of humanitarian assistance are 
called upon to facilitate the work of these organizations in implementing 
humanitarian assistance, in particular the supply of food, medicines, shelter an. 
health care, for which access to victims is essential.
7. States in proximity to emergencies are urged to participate closely with 
the affected countries in international efforts, with a view to facilitating, to 
the extent possible, the transit of humanitarian assistance.
8. Special attention should be given to disaster prevention and preparedness 
by the Governments concerned, as well as by the international community.
9. There is a clear relationship between emergency, rehabilitation and 
development. In order to ensure a smooth transition from relief to rehabilitatio; 
and developm.ent, emergency assistance should be provided in ways that will be 
supportive of recovery and long-term development. Thus, emergency measures 
should be seen as a step towards long-term development.
10. Economic growth and sustainable development are essential for prevention 
of and preparedness against natural disasters and other emergencies. Many 
emergencies reflect the underlying crisis in development facing developing 
countries. Humanitarian assistance should therefore be accompanied by a renewal 
of commitm.ent to economic growth and sustainable development of developing 
countries. In this context, adequate resources must be made available to addres 
-‘heir development problems.
11. Contributions for humanitarian assistance should be provided in a way 
which is not to the detriment of resources made available for international 
Cooperation for development.
12. The United Nations has a central and unique role to play in providing 
leadership and coordinating the efforts of the international community to suppor 
Che affected countries. The United Nations should ensure the prompt and smooth 
delivery of relief assistance in full respect of the above-mentioned principles, 
bearing in mind also relevant General Assembly resolutions, including resolution 
2816 (XXVI) of 14 December 1971 and 45/100 of 14 December 1990. The United 
hâtions system needs to be adapted and strengthened to meet present and future 
challenges in an effective and coherent manner. It should be provided with 
Resources commensurate with future requirements. The inadequacy of such 
c-esources has been one of the major constraints in the effective response of the 
bnited Nations to emergencies.
II. PREVENTION
13. The international community should adequately assist developing 
Countries in strengthening their capacity in disaster prevention and mitigation, 
both at the national and regional levels, for example, in establishing and 
enhancing integrated programmes in this regard.
14. In order to reduce the impact of disasters there should be increased 
^v;areness of the need for establishing disaster mitigation strategies. 
Particularly in disaster-prone countries. There should be greater exchange and 
dissemination of existing and new technical information related to the 
assessment, prediction and mitigation of disasters. As called for in the 
international Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, efforts should be 
intensified to develop measures for prevention and mitigation of natural 
disasters and similar emergencies through programmes of technical assistance and 
'^^odalities for favourable access to, and transfer of, relevant technology.
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15. The disaster management training programme recently initiated by the 
Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator and the United Nat -ons 
Development Programme should be strengthened and broadened.
16. Organizations of the United Nations system involved in the funding a'-d 
the provision of assistance relevant to the prevention of emergencies s h o u l b e  
provided with sufficient and readily available resources.
17. The international community is urged to provide the necessary suppor‘ 
and resources to programmes and activities undertaken to further the goals '.rid 
objectives of the Decade.
III. PREPAREDNESS
18. Internationa] relief assistance should supplement national efforts : 
improve the capacities of developing countries to mitigate the effects of r.-’ura 
disasters expeditiously and effectively and to cope efficiently with all 
emergencies. The United L'ations should enhance its efforts to assist deve.. .ping 
countries to strengl hen their capacity to respond to disasters, at the nati onal 
and regional levels, as appropriate.
Early warning
19. On the basis of existing mandates and 
arrangements available wiunin the system, the 
efforts, building upon the existing capacitie 
entities of the Unit ed Nations, for the syste; 
dissemination of ear ly-v/arning information or. 
emergencies. In this context, the United Nati 
appropriate of the early-warning capacities c: 
and non-governmental organizations.
20. Early-warning information should be mac 
and timely manner to all interested Government 
Particular of affect ed or disaster-prone count 
Prone countries to receive, use and disséminât 
strengthened. In tJiis connection, the interna 
these countries upon request with the establi 
^arly-w?arning systems.
IV. STAND-BY CAPACITY
crawing upon monitoring 
United I'ations should intens_ / 
s of relevant organizations a:
T.atic pooling, analysis and 
natural disasters and other 
*ns should consider making ui as 
GoverruTients and intergovern;· · .utal
e availaole in an unrestrict- 
s and concerned authorities, n 
ries. The capacity of disas' r·- 
e this information should be 
tional community is urged tc ..'ucis*' 
hment and enhancement of nat.. ..cal
(a) C o n t i n g e n c y  f u n d i n g  a r r a n g e m e n t s
21. OrganizationF·. and entities of the United Nations system should cont:.'.ie
to respond to requer.ts for emergency assistance within their respective mar 'Cites, 
Reserve and other ccmtingency funding arrangements of these organizations : .d 
Entities should be c-xamined by their respective governing bodies to streng*. ■■•‘n 
-urther their operat ional capacities for rapid and coordinated response tc 
Emergencies.
22. In addition, there is a need for a coir.p lament ary central funding 
^^echanism to ensure the provision of adequate resources for use in the ini'
Phase of emergencies·, that require a system-wice response.
23. To that end, the Secretary-General s h o u l d  establish under his authc:
 ^central emergency revolving fund as a cash-flow mechanism to ensure the ;
^nd coordinated resjmjnse of the organizations of the system.
24. This fund should be put into operation vjith an amount of 50 million 
United States dollars. The fund should be financed by voluntary contribut. -..cs. 
consultations among potential donors should be held to this end. To achie-··' thi
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target, the Secretary-General should launch an appeal to potential donors and 
convene a meeting of those donors in the first quarter of 1992 to secure 
contributions to the fund on an assured, broad-based and additional basis.
25. Resources should be advanced to the operational organizations of the 
system on the understanding that they would reimburse the fund in the first 
instance from the voluntary contributions received in response to consolidated 
appeals.
26. The operation of the fund should be reviewed after two years.
(b) Additional measures for rapid response
27. The United Nations should, building upon the existing capacities of 
Relevant organizations, establish a central register of all specialized personne 
^nd teams of technical specialists, as well as relief supplies, equipment and 
Services available within the United Nations system and from Governments and 
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, that can be called upon at 
short notice by the United Nations.
28. The United Nations should continue to make appropriate arrangements with 
-■’nterested Governments and intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations 
to enable it to have more expeditious access, when necessary, to their emergency 
-"elief capacities, including food reserves, emergency stockpiles and personnel,
vjell as logistic support. In the context of the annual report to the General 
■^^ ssem.bly mentioned in paragraph 3 5 (i) below, the Secretary-General is requested 
to report on progress in this regard.
¿9. Special emergency rules and procedures should be developed by the United 
ations to enable all organizations to disburse quickly emergency funds, and to 
procure emergency supplies and equipment, as well as to recruit emergency staff.
Î·]
30. Disaster-prone countries should develop special emergency procedures to 
=^>:pedite the rapid procurement and deployment of equipment and relief supplies.
V. CONSOLIDATED APPEALS
31. For emergencies requiring a coordinated response, the Secretary-General 
"should ensure that an initial consolidated appeal covering all concerned 
Organizations of the system, prepared in consultation with the affected State,
Is issued within the shortest possible time and in any event not longer than one 
''^'^eek. In the case of prolonged emergencies, this initial appeal should be 
updated and elaborated within four weeks, as more information becomes available.
32. Potential donors should adopt necessary measures to increase and 
expedite their contributions, including setting aside, on a stand-by basis, 
financial and other resources that can be disbursed quickly to the United Nation^ 
•-ystem in response to the consolidated appeals of the Secretary-General.
( a )
VI. COORDINATION, COOPERATION AND LEADERSHIP 
Leadership of the Secretary-General
33. The leadership role of the Secretary-General is critical and must be 
strengthened to ensure better preparation for, as well as rapid and coherent 
Response to, natural disasters and other emergencies. This should be achieved 
through coordinated support for prevention and preparedness measures and the 
'Optimal utilization of, inter alia, an inter-agency standing committee, 
Consolidated appeals, a central emergency revolving fund and a register of stand 
,hy capacities.
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34. To this end, and on the understanding that the requisite resources 
envisaged in paragraph 24 above would be provided, a high-level official 
(emergency relief coordinator) would be designated by the Secretary-General to 
Work closely with and with direct access to him, in cooperation with the relevan 
organizations and entities of the system dealing with humanitarian assistance an< 
in full respect of their mandates, without prejudice to any decisions to be take: 
^^ y the General Assembly on the overall restructuring of the Secretariat of the 
ignited Nations. This high-level official should combine the functions at presen 
oarried out in the coordination of United Nations response by representatives of 
the Secretary-General for major and complex emergencies, as well as by the Unite- 
cations Disaster Relief Coordinator.
35. Under the aegis of the General Assembly and working under the direction 
of the Secretary-General, the high-level official would have the following 
Responsibilities:
(a) Processing requests from affected Member States for emergency assistance 
Requiring a coordinated response;
(b) Maintaining an overview of all emergencies through, inter alia, the 
Systematic pooling and analysis of early-warning information as envisaged in 
Paragraph 19 above, with a view to coordinating and facilitating the humanitaria: 
assistance of the United Nations system to those emergencies that require a 
Coordinated response;
(cj Organizing, in consultation with the Government of the affected country, 
a joint inter-agency needs-assessment mission and preparing a consolidated appea 
o^ be issued by the Secretary-General, to be followed by periodic situation 
Reports including information on all sources of external assistance;
(d) Actively facilitating, including through negotiation if needed, the 
-^^o’cess by the operational organizations to emergency areas for the rapid 
Provision of emergency assistance by obtaining the consent of all parties 
Concerned, through modalities such as the establishment of temporary arelief 
Corridors where needed, days and zones of tranquility and other forms;
(ej Managing, in consultation with the operational organizations concerned,
Che central emergency revolving fund and assisting in the mobilization of 
Resources;
(f) Serving as a central focal point with Governments and intergovernmental 
^nd non-governmental organizations concerning United Nations emergency relief 
c>Perations and, when appropriate and necessary, mobilizing their emergency relief 
Capacities, including through consultations in his capacity as Chairman of the 
-nter-Agency Standing Committee;
(g) Providing consolidated information, including early warning on 
emergencies, to all interested Governments and concerned authorities.
Particularly affected and disaster-prone countries, drawing on the capacities of 
the organizations of the system and other available sources;
(h) Actively promoting, in close collaboration with concerned organizations, 
"he smooth transition from relief to rehabilitation and reconstruction as relief 
operations under his aegis are phased out;
(i) Preparing an annual report for the Secretary-General on the coordination 
Of hum.anitarian emergency assistance, including information on the central 
Emergency revolving fund, to be submitted to the General Assembly through the
Economic and Social Council.
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36. The high-level official should be supported by a secretariat based on
a strengthened Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator and the 
consolidation of existing offices that deal with complex emergencies. This 
secretariat could be supplemented by staff seconded' from concerned organizations 
of the system. The high-level official should work closely with organizations 
and entities of the United Nations system, as well as the International Committee 
of the Red Cross, the League of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, the 
International Organization for Migration and relevant non-governmental 
organizations. At the country level, the high-level official would maintain 
close contact with and provide leadership to the resident coordinators on matter 
delating to humanitarian assistance.
37. The Secretary-General should ensure that arrangements between the high- 
level official and all relevant organizations are set in place, establishing 
I'esponsibilities for prompt and coordinated action in the event of emergency.
(b) Inter-Agency Standing Committee
38. An Inter-Agency Standing Committee serviced by a strengthened Office of 
the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator should be established under the 
chairmanship of the high-level official with the participation of all operationa 
organizations and with a standing invitation to the International Committee of 
Che Red Cross, the League of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, and the 
International Organization for Migration. Relevant non-governmental 
'--rganizacions can be invited to participate on an ad hoc basis. The Committee 
chould meet as soon as possible in response to emergencies.
( c ) Country-level coordination
39. VJithin z h e overall framework described above and in support of the 
Cifforts of the affected countries, the resident coordinator should normally 
coordinate the humanitarian assistance of the United Nations system, at the 
councry level. He/She should facilitate the preparedness of the United Nations 
cysoem. and assist in a speedy transition from relief to development. He/She 
should promote the use of all locally or regionally available relief capacities. 
The resident coordinator should chair an emergency operations group of field 
^"epresentatives and experts from the system.
VII , CONTINUUM FROM RELIEF TO REHABILITATION AND DEVELOPMENT
40. Emergency assistance must be provided in ways that will be supportive
cf recovery and long-term development. Development assistance organizations of 
the United Nations system should be involved at an early stage and should 
Collaborate closely with·those responsible for emergency relief and recovery, 
within their existing mandates.
41. International cooperation and support for rehabilitation and 
Reconstruction should continue with sustained intensity after the initial relief 
stage. The rehabilitation phase should be used as an opportunity to restructure 
und improve facilities and services destroyed by emergencies in order to enable 
them to withstand the impact of future emergencies.
42. International cooperation should be accelerated for the development of 
developing countries, thereby contributing to reducing the occurrence and impact 
cf future disasters an:3 emergencies.
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Resolution 1992/73 on Internally Displaced Persons
Adopted by the United Nations Commission on Human Rights 
The United Nations Commission on Human Rights,
hdindful of its responsibility under the Charter of the United Nations to promote and 
encourage respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Recalling the relevant norms of international human rights instruments as well as of 
international humanitarian law,
Deeply disturbed by the serious problem that the large number of internally displaced 
persons throughout the world and their suffering is creating for the international 
community,
Recognizing that internally displaced persons are in need of relief assistance and of 
protection.
Conscious of the human rights dimensions of internally displaced persons,
Recalling its resolution 1991/25 of 5 March 1991, in which it requested the Secretary- 
General to submit an analytical report on internally displaced persons,, taking into account 
the protection of human rights of internally displaced persons, based on information 
submitted by Govermnents, the specialized agencies, relevant United Nations 
organizations, regional and intergovernmental organizations, the International Committee 
of the Red Cross and non-govermnental organizations,
1. Takes note of the analytical report of the Secretary-general on internally displaced 
persons (E/CN.4/1992/23);
2. Requests the Secretary-General to designate a representative to seek to gain views and 
information from all Governments on human rights issues related to internally displaced 
persons, including an examination of existing international human rights, humanitarian 
and refugee law and standards and their applicability to the protection and relief 
assistance to internally displaced persons;
3. Encourages the Secretary-General to seek also views and information from the 
specialized agencies, relevant United Nations organs, regional intergovernmental and 
non-governmental organizations and experts in all regions on these issues, as well as the 
Emergency relief Coordinator, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Appendix 4
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Refugees, the International Organization for Migration, the International Committee of 
the Red Cross and Ad Hoc Working Group on Early warning regarding New Flows of 
Refugees and Displaced Persons established by the Administrative Committee on 
Coordination;
4. Encourages all interested Govermiients to make known their views on the subject;
5. Requests the Secretary-General to submit a comprehensive study to the Commission at 
its forty-ninth session, identifying existing laws and mechanisms for the protection of 
internally displaced persons, possible additional measures to strengthen implementation 
of these laws and mechanisms and alternatives for addressing protection needs not 
adequately covered by existing instruments;
6. Invites the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the 
International Organization for Migration and the International Committee of the Red 
Cross to contribute
to the preparation of this study;
7. Decides to continue its consideration of the question at its forty-ninth session under an 
appropriate agenda item.
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Resolution 1993/95 on Internally Displaced Persons
Adopted by the United Nations Commission on Human Rights 
at its 68th Meeting on 11 March 1993
The Commission on Human Rights,
Mindful of its responsibility under the Charter of the United Nations to promote and 
encourage respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Recalling the relevant norms of international human rights instruments as well as of 
international humanitarian law.
Deeply disturbed by the serious problem that the large number of internally displaced 
persons tliroughout the world and their suffering is creating for the international 
community,
Recognizing that internally displaced persons are in need of relief assistance and of 
protection,
Conscious of the human rights dimensions of internally displaced persons,
Aware of the absence of a focal point within the United Nations system to gather 
information on the situation of internally displaced persons and also of the absence of a 
funding mechanism.
Recalling its resolution 1992/73 of 5 March 1992, in which it requested the Secretary- 
General to designate a representative to seek again views and information from all 
Governments on human rights issues related to internally displaced persons, including an 
examination of existing international human rights, humanitarian and refugee law and 
standards and their applicability to the protection and relief assistance to internally 
displaced persons.
Noting with appreciation the efforts undertaken by the Representative of the Secretary- 
General to prepare the study, in implementation of his mandate in the short time available 
to him.
Welcoming the active participation of the Representative of the Secretary-General in the 
missions of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in former 
Yugoslavia,
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Noting that the Representative of the Secretary-General has identified a number of tasks 
requiring further attention and study including the compilation of existing rules and 
nonns and the question of general guiding principles to govern the treatment of internally 
displaced persons, in particular their protection and the provision of relief assistance, and 
also noting his suggestions and recommendations including those relating to vulnerable 
groups, particularly women and children,
1. Takes note with appreciation of the comprehensive study contained in the annex to the 
note by the Secretary-General (E/CN.4/1993/35, annex) and of useful suggestions and 
recommendations contained therein;
2. Commends the Representative of the Secretary-General for his study and for the way 
he has started to discharge his mandate;
3. Expresses its appreciation to Governments, in particular those which enabled the 
Representative to undertake on-site visits, as well as to bodies, programmes and 
organizations of the United Nations system, and to intergovernmental and non- 
govermnental organizations for the cooperation extended to the Representative of the 
S ecretary-General ;
4. Requests the Secretary-General to mandate his Representative for a period of two years 
to continue his work aimed at a better understanding of the general problems faced by 
internally displaced persons and their possible longer-term solutions, with a view to 
identify, where required, ways and means for improved protection for and assistance to 
internally displaced persons;
5. Encourages the Representative of the Secretary-General to intensify in this regard his 
dialogue with governments and to cooperate with the Department of Humanitarian 
Affairs, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the 
International Committee of the Red Cross;
6. Welcomes the cooperation already established between the Representative of the 
Secretary-General and other United Nations mechanisms and procedures in the field of 
human rights, and encourages the continuation of this cooperation;
7. Calls upon all Governments, regional intergovernmental organizations, the Department 
for Humanitarian Affairs, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees, the International Organization for Migration, the International Committee of 
the Red Cross and non-governmental organizations to continue to cooperate with the 
Representative and assist him in his tasks and activities;
8. Further calls upon all Governments to continue to facilitate the tasks and activities of 
the Representative, including, where appropriate, through extending invitations for 
country visits;
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9. Requests the Representative of the Secretary-General to submit amiual reports on his 
activities to the Commission on Human Rights and to the General Assembly and to make 
any suggestions and recommendations enabling him to better carry out his tasks and 
activities;
10. Decides to continue consideration of the question on internally displaced persons at 
its fiftieth session.
Convening of a United Nations conference for the comprehensive consideration and 
review of the problems of refugees, returnees, displaced persons and migrants, G.A. 
res. 48/113,48 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 230, U.N. Doc. A/48/49 (1993).
Appendix 6
The General Assembly,
Recalling the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees,
Taking into consideration the complexity and urgency of the global refugee crisis and the need for the 
international community to adopt a comprehensive approach for the coordination of action with regard 
to refugees, returnees, displaced persons and migrants.
Noting that the International Conference on Population and Development, to be held at Cairo from 5 to 
13 September 1994, will address matters related to refugees, displaced persons and migrants.
Welcoming the continued work of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Internally 
Displaced Persons,
Recognizing the need to develop innovative strategies, mechanisms and decisions in this field,
1. Takes note of the proposal to convene a United Nations conference for the comprehensive 
consideration and review of the problems of refugees, returnees, displaced persons and migrants;
2. Invites all Member States, the specialized agencies, other international organizations, concerned 
United Nations bodies, regional organizations and non-governmental organizations concerned to 
undertake reviews and submit recommendations to the Secretary-General with regard to the 
appropriateness of convening such a conference, taking into consideration, inter alia, the deliberations of 
the Cairo Conference, as well as the work of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General;
3. Requests the Secretaiy'-General to submit to the General Assembly at its forty-ninth session a report 
on the recoimnendations received pursuant to paragraph 2 above.
85th plenary meeting 
20 December 1993
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Internally displaced persons, G.A. res. 48/135,48 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 254,
U.N. Doc. A/48/49 (1993).
The General Assembly,
Deeply disturbed by the large number of internally displaced persons tliroughout the world, and 
conscious of the serious problem this is creating for the international community,
Recalling the relevant norms of international human rights instruments as well as of intemational 
humanitarian law.
Conscious of the human rights as well as the humanitarian dimensions of the problem of internally 
displaced persons.
Conscious also of the need for the United Nations system to gather information comprehensively on the 
issues of the protection of the human rights of and assistance to internally displaced persons.
Welcoming the initiative of the Commission on Human Rights on this question and, in particular, its 
resolution 1992/73 of 5 March 1992, by which it requested the Secretary-General to appoint a 
representative to study the human rights issues related to internally displaced persons, and Commission 
resolution 1993/95 of 11 March 1993, by which it requested the Secretary-General to mandate his 
representative for tw'o years to continue his work aimed at a better understanding of the problems faced 
by internally displaced persons and their possible long-term solutions,
Bearing in mind the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, which calls for a comprehensive 
approach by the intemational community with regard to refugees and displaced persons.
Welcoming the support provided to the representative of the Secretary-General by the Office of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the Department for Humanitarian Affairs of the 
Secretariat and other intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations.
Welcoming also the decision by the Executive Committee of the Office of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees to extend, on a case-by-case basis and under specific circumstances, 
protection and assistance to the internally displaced.
Taking note of the comprehensive study of the representative of the Secretary-General, submitted to the 
Commission on Human Rights at its forty-ninth session, and the useful suggestions and 
recommendations contained therein,
1. Takes note with appreciation of the report of the representative of the Secretary-General;
2. Encourages the representative, through dialogue with Governments, to continue his review of the 
needs for intemational protection of and assistance to internally displaced persons, including his 
compilation and analysis of existing mles and norms;
3. Invites the representative to present suggestions and recommendations with regard to ways and means, 
including the institutional aspects, of providing effective protection of and assistance to internally 
displaced persons;
4. Calls upon all Governments to continue to facilitate the activities of the representative, encourages
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them to give serious consideration to inviting the representative to visit their countries so as to enable 
him to study and analyse more fully the issues involved, and thanks those Govermnents which have 
already done so;
5. Urges all concerned United Nations agencies and organizations to provide all possible assistance and 
support to the representative in the implementation of his programme of activities;
6. Decides to continue its consideration of this question at its fiftieth session.
85th plenaiy meeting 
20 December 1993
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Appendix 8
Human rights and mass exoduses, G.A. res. 48/139,48 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at
259, U.N. Doc. A/48/49 (1993).
The General Assembly,
Mindful of its general humanitarian mandate under the Charter of the United Nations to promote and 
encourage respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Noting that the report of the Secretary-General entitled "An Agenda for Peace" identifies the protection 
of human rights as an important element of peace, security and economic well-being, and highlights the 
importance of preventive diplomacy.
Deeply disturbed by the increasing scale and magnitude of exoduses of refugees and displacements of 
population in many regions of the world and by the suffering of millions of refugees and displaced 
persons.
Conscious of the fact that human rights violations are one of the multiple and complex factors causing 
mass exoduses of refugees and displaced persons.
Deeply preoccupied hy the increasingly heavy burden being imposed, particularly upon developing 
countries with limited resources of their own and upon the international community as a whole, by these 
sudden mass exoduses and displacements of population.
Stressing the need for strengthening international cooperation aimed at averting new massive flows of 
refugees while providing durable solutions to actual refugee situations.
Reaffirming its resolution 41/70 of 3 December 1986, in which it endorsed the conclusions and 
recommendations contained in the report of the Group of Governmental Experts on International 
Cooperation to Avert New Flows of Refugees,
Bearing in mind its resolution 46/127 of 17 December 1991 and Commission on Human Rights 
resolution 1993/70 of 10 March 1993, as well as all previous relevant resolutions of the General 
Assembly and the Commission,
Noting that the Secretary-General, in his report on the strengthening of the coordination of humanitarian 
emergency assistance of the United Nations, states that in complex emergencies, humanitarian assistance 
is essential but must be complemented by measures to address the root causes of such emergencies, and 
that the establisliment of the inter-agency consultation on early warning serves the purposes of both 
prevention and preparedness.
Noting also that the Executive Committee of the Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees has specifically acknowledged the direct relationship between the observance of human 
rights standards, refugee movements and problems of protection,
\. Recalls its endorsement, in its resolution 41/70, of the recommendations and conclusions contained in 
the report of the Group of Governmental Experts on International Cooperation to Avert New Flows of 
Refugees, including, inter alia, the call upon all States to promote human rights and fundamental 
freedoms and to refrain from denying these td individuals in their population because of nationality, 
ethnicity, race, religion or language;
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Appendix 8
Human rights and mass exoduses, G.A. res. 48/139,48 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at
259, U.N. Doc. A/48/49 (1993).
The General Assembly,
Mindful of its general humanitarian mandate under the Charter of the United Nations to promote and 
encourage respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Noting that the report of the Secretary-General entitled "An Agenda for Peace" identifies the protection 
of human rights as an important element of peace, security and economic well-being, and highlights the 
importance of preventive diplomacy.
Deeply disturbed by the increasing scale and magnitude of exoduses of refugees and displacements of 
population in many regions of the world and by the suffering of millions of refugees and displaced
persons.
Conscious of the fact that human rights violations are one of the multiple and complex factors causing 
mass exoduses of refugees and displaced persons.
Deeply preoccupied hy the increasingly heavy burden being imposed, particularly upon developing 
countries with limited resources of their own and upon the international community as a whole, by these 
sudden mass exoduses and displacements of population.
Stressing the need for strengthening international cooperation aimed at averting new massive flows of 
refugees while providing durable solutions to actual refugee situations.
Reaffirming its resolution 41/70 of 3 December 1986, in which it endorsed the conclusions and 
recommendations contained in the report of the Group of Governmental Experts on International 
Cooperation to Avert New Flows of Refugees,
Bearing in mind its resolution 46/127 of 17 December 1991 and Commission on Human Rights 
resolution 1993/70 of 10 March 1993, as well as all previous relevant resolutions of the General 
Assembly and the Commission,
Noting that the Secretar>'-General, in his report on the strengthening of the coordination of humanitarian 
emergency assistance of the United Nations, states that in complex emergencies, humanitarian assistance 
is essential but must be complemented by measures to address the root causes of such emergencies, and 
that the establishment of the inter-agency consultation on early warning serves the purposes of both 
prevention and preparedness.
Noting also that the Executive Committee of the Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees has specifically acknowledged the direct relationship between the observance of human 
rights standards, refugee movements and problems of protection,
1. Recalls its endorsement, in its resolution 41/70, of the recommendations and conclusions contained in 
the report of the Group of Governmental Experts on International Cooperation to Avert New Flows of 
Refugees, including, inter alia, the call upon all States to promote human rights and fundamental 
freedoms and to refrain from denying these td individuals in their population because of nationality, 
ethnicity, race, religion or language;
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2. Once again invites all Governments and intergovernmental and humanitarian organizations concerned 
to intensify their cooperation with and assistance to world-wide efforts to address the serious problems 
resulting from mass exoduses of refugees and displaced persons, and also the causes of such exoduses;
3. Requests all Governments to ensure the effective implementation of the relevant international 
instruments, in particular in the field of human rights and humanitarian law, as this would contribu te to 
averting new massive flows of refugees and displaced persons;
4. Requests all United Nations bodies, including the United Nations human rights treaty bodies, the 
specialized agencies and governmental, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, to 
cooperate fully with all mechanisms of the Commission on Human Rights and, in particular, to provide 
them with all relevant and accurate information in their possession on the human rights situations 
creating or affecting refugees and displaced persons within their mandates;
5. Welcomes the recommendation in Commission on Human Rights resolution 1993/70 that special 
rapporteurs, special representatives and working groups studying situations of violation of human rights 
pay attention to problems resulting in mass exoduses of populations and, where appropriate, report and 
make relevant recommendations to the Commission;
6. Notes that the Executive Committee of the Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees has specifically acknowledged the direct relationship between the observance of human rights 
standards, refugee movements, problems of protection and solutions;
7. Welcomes the contributions of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to the 
deliberations of international human rights bodies, and encourages her to seek ways to make these 
contributions even more effective;
8. Also welcomes the statement made by the High Commissioner at the forty-ninth session of the 
Commission on Human Rights, on 3 March 1993, in which she emphasized the need for early response 
by the international community to human rights situations that threaten to generate refugees and 
displaced persons or that impede their voluntary return;
9. Encourages States that have not already done so to accede to the 1951 Convention relating to the 
Status of Refugees and the Protocol thereto, of 1967;
10. Takes note with appreciation of the emphasis placed by the Secretary-General in his report to the 
General Assembly at its forty-seventh session on the need to develop the capacity of the United Nations 
for early warning and preventive diplomacy to help deter humanitarian crises;
11. Reaffirms, in this regard, its previous resolutions on the question of human rights and mass exoduses, 
and requests the Secretary- General, in the further development of the capacity of the Secretariat for 
early warning and preventive diplomacy, to pay particular attention to international cooperation to avert 
new flows of refugees;
I
12. Notes, in this connection, that mass movements of populations are caused by multiple and complex 
factors, which indicates that early warning requires an intersectoral and multidisciplinary approach;
13. Encourages the Secretary-General especially to continue to discharge the task described in the report 
of the Group of Governmental Experts on International Cooperation to Avert New Flows of Refugees, 
including the continuous monitoring of all potential outflows, and to implement the recommendations of 
the Joint Inspection Unit contained in its report on the coordination of activities related to early warning 
of possible refugee flows;
14. Urges the Secretary-General to attach high priority and to allocate the necessary resources from the 
regular budget of the United Nations to the consolidation and strengthening of the system for 
undertaking early-warning activities in the humanitarian area by, inter alia, the designation of the 
Department of Humanitarian Affairs of the Secretariat as the focal point for early warning in this area
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and strengthened coordination between relevant offices of the Secretariat concerned with early warning 
and organizations of the United Nations system, for the purpose of ensuring, inter alia, that effective 
action is taken to identify human rights abuses that contribute to mass outflows of persons;
15. Welcomes the decision by the Administrative Committee on Coordination to establish a regular 
United Nations inter-agency early-warning consultation related to possible flows of refugees and 
displaced persons, based on the sharing and analysis of relevant information between United Nations 
bodies and the development of collective recommendations for action to alleviate, inter alia, the possible 
causes of new flows of refugees and displaced persons;
16. Also welcomes the decision by the Administrative Committee on Coordination to designate the 
Department of Humanitarian Affairs as the focal point of the United Nations inter-agency early-warning 
consultation;
17. Urges the Department of Humanitarian Affairs to take the necessary steps to function effectively as 
the focal point of the inter-agency early-warning consultation;
18. Urges all the bodies involved in the inter-agency consultation to cooperate fully in, and devote the 
necessary resources to, the successful operation of the consultation;
19. Invites the Commission on Human Rights to keep the question of human rights and mass exoduses 
under review with a view to supporting the early-warning arrangement instituted by the 
Secretary-General to avert new massive flows of refugees and displaced persons;
20. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly at its fiftieth session on the 
strengthened role that he is playing in undertaking early-warning activities, especially in the areas of 
human rights and humanitarian assistance, as well as on any further developments relating to the 
recommendations contained in the report of the Group of Governmental Experts on International 
Cooperation to Avert New Flows of Refugees and the recommendations of the Joint Inspection Unit;
21. Invites the Secretary-General to include in his report to the General Assembly at its fiftieth session 
detailed infomiation on the programmatic, institutional, administrative, financial and managerial efforts 
instituted to enliance the capacity of the United Nations to avert new flows of refugees and to tackle the 
root causes of such outflows;
22. Decides to continue its consideration of the question of human rights and mass exoduses at its 
fiftieth session.
85th plenaiy meeting 
20 December 1993
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Appendix 9
No. 75 (XLV) -1994 - Internally Displaced Persons
INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS
riie INeciitive Committee,
(;i I Rccogni/cs that the involuntary displacement of persons within their own countries is a problem 
Ml alohai dimensions, and that the plight of such-internally displaced persons, whose numbers may 
■ \cccd those of refugees, is a matter of grave humanitarian concern;
(b) Notes that the many and varied underlying causes of involuntary internal displacement and of 
l ertigec mo\ ements are often similar, and that the problems of both refugees and the internally 
db.pl;iccd often call for similar measures with respect to prevention, protection, humanitarian 
assisttince. and solutions;
to  Reiterates the need for the international community to seek ways and means to avert involuntary
displacements;
id I rduphasizes that since internally displaced persons remain within the territorial jurisdiction of 
::ieii· ow n countries, the primary responsibility for their welfare and protection lies with the State
■o Hicei'ncd:
,o  I i ces the Governments of States where there are internally displaced persons to fulfil their 
rcs|ioiiMbility for their welfare and protection;
il l ( alls Lipon the international community, in appropriate circumstances, to provide timely and 
sjicctl\' humanitarian assistance and support to countries affected by internal displacement to help 
mom rulfil thcii' responsibility towards the displaced;
(g) Notes that, in many instances, the internally displaced are present alongside refugees, returnees, 
i>r a \ iiincrable local population, in situations where it is neither reasonable nor feasible to treat the 
categories differently in re,sponding to their needs for assistance and protection;
(h) Recognizes that actions by the international community, in consultation and coordination with 
the concerned State, on behalf of the internally displaced may contribute to the easing of tensions 
and ihe resolution of problems resulting in displacement, and constitute important components of a 
comprehensive approach to the prevention and solution of refugee problems;
(i) Calls on the Governments concerned to ensure safe and timely humanitarian access to persons in 
need of protection and assistance, including the internally displaced and victims of armed conflict, 
as w ell as refugees within their territories;
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(j) Recognizes that resolution 48/116, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 20 
Decernbei· 1993, which reaffirmed support for the High Commissioner’s efforts, "on the basis of 
sltecil ic requests irom the Secretary-General or the competent principal organs of the United 
N’alions and with the consent of the concerned State, and taking into account the complementarities 
('I mandates and expertise of other relevant organizations, in providing humanitarian assistance and 
protection to persons displaced within their own country in situations calling for the Office’s 
pariicLihir expertise, especially where such efforts could contribute to the prevention or solution of 
reliigee problems", continues to provide an appropriate framework for the involvement of the High 
Cojnmissioner in situations of internal displacement;
(k) Encourages the High Commissioner to continue the efforts of her Office to put into action its 
inicrnal criteria and guidelines for UNHCR involvement in situations of internal displacement, as 
an iniporiani contribution towards a more concerted response by the international community to the 
needs of the internally displaced;
(l) Emphasizes that activities on behalf of internally displaced persons must not undermine the 
in^ıiuılion of asylum, including the right to seek and enjoy in other countries asylum from 
pei'secLilion;
(m) Recognizes that international human rights law, international humanitarian law, and, in many 
cases, miiional laws include norms providing for the security and protection of the internally 
ilisplaced as well as those at risk of displacement, and expressed serious concern at the failure of 
pai ties involved to respect these norms;
(11) Acknowledges the importance of the work of the Representative of the Secretary-General for 
inicrnally Displaced Persons and, in particular, his efforts to compile existing international 
siandards in respect of the treatment of the internally displaced, and to develop a code of conduct 
comprising guiding principles in this regard;
(oi Calls on UNHCR to continue its close cooperation with the Representative of the 
Scci'ciary-General in the fulfilment of his mandate;
(pi FLirther acknowledges the essential role of the International Committee of the Red Cross in 
disseminating international humanitarian law and in providing protection and humanitarian 
assistance to those displaced by armed conflict;
((]) f ’alls for the strengthening of efforts in the training and dissemination of international human 
rights law iind international humanitarian law and for the joint promotion, by organizations and 
agencies concerned, of the implementation of these international standards;
in  C'onsiders that, in addressing the problem of internal displacement, the international community 
slioiild seek to collaborate to the maximum possible extent with existing humanitarian 
organizations, including non-governmental organizations, with relevant experti.se;
( s) Encourages UNHCR to continue its efforts, under the leadership of the Emergency Relief 
Coordimitor. and in cooperation with other agencies concerned, to reinforce and structure 
coordination through existing interagency mechanisms, notably the Interagency Standing 
< 'ommittee. in order to improve the response by the international community to the plight of the 
internally displaced, and stresses the importance in this connection of strengthening mechanisms for 
the sharing of information;
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{t ) I 'rges that discussions on interagency aspects of internal displacement be pursued actively in 
other appropriate fora so as to ensure a comprehensive and coherent approach by the international 
community to the problem of internally displaced persons.
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Appendix 10
Annex to Resolution 1995/56 “Strengthening of the Coordination of 
emergency humanitarian assistance of the United Nations”
Adopted by the United Nations Economic and Social Council at its 57th plenary meeting on 
27 July 1995
Annex
Indicative List of Issues for Consideration by the Governing Bodies of the 
Appropriate Agencies, Organizations, Programmes and Funds of the
United Nations
Specific measures to strengthen local capacity and coping mechanisms.
Role and operational responsibilities of each specific organization in humanitarian 
situations, in regard to prevention, preparedness, humanitarian response, rehabilitation, 
recover}’ and development, as applicable.
Impact of the allocation of resources on the relationship between life-saving needs, 
prevention, preparedness and recovery.
Development of operative memoranda of understanding between different 
organizations to ensure interlinkages between, and coherence of, the operational activities 
of relevant actors.
Operational and financial capacity of each organization to act in a timely and 
effective manner in relation to its role and mandate.
Practical implications for each agency of participating full in the coordinated 
programming of the Department of Humanitarian Affairs and in related consolidated 
appeals.
Development of strategies for comprehensive staff development, including inter­
agency training modules.
Reporting, both operational and financial, evaluation of programmes undertaken.
Administrative and other procedures which provide flexibility and facilitate rapid 
response.
Levels of delegation of authority to the field level.
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